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Different Balancing Modes
in the Indo-Pacific
Lt. General (Retd.) Mohd Aminul Karim
Introduction:

In realist paradigm, balancing
each other in
power
political
game is universal
and age-old. This is
true in any civilization, period, culture,
religion,
region, economy,
hemisphere, heartland, rimland and so on and so
forth. This is always an inexorable cycle of history
although it may take different twists and turns depending on the context primarily because of anarchical international system.

and critical sea lanes of communication are involved here where substantial merchandize pass
through these sea-lanes regularly. These, then,
turn out to be vital national interests to the actors
as energy coming from the Persian Gulf are critical for the sustenance of economy and development of the countries such as China, India,
Japan, South Korea, Australia, the United States
etc.

Here the elements of both economy and leadership role are relevant. Such trends are giving rise
to polarization of forces. There are again intractable –historically rooted—-inter-country issues
and disputes between the countries of the region.
Over and above these nuclear issues are also afflicting these countries. Some are already declared
nuclear-armed, some are on the way to become
and some aspire to become in case there is a need
to ensure balance of power. All these variables
give rise to a complex scenario which is difficult
to manage by traditional rule-based order. Rulebased orders seem to be under threat.

A great transition—again as part of cycle of history— is underway that is spawning much shift in
the balance of power. So balancing each other is
vigorously underway at this point in time as part
of this cycle of history. The South China Sea, the
East China Sea, the Bay of Bengal, Western Pacific, the Indian Ocean are the flashpoints with Interestingly, Japan has also gotten involved in
potential to ignite this game to an unmanageable disputes of the South China Sea —apart from East
level with catastrophic consequences. Important China Sea, Taiwan— especially after it signed the 
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new guidelines on defense collaboration with the
United States. As part of this, Japan’s scope of operation has now expanded to cover both Taiwan
and the South China Sea. Japan is bent upon
playing at least a balancing role by capacity-building of countries such as Vietnam, the Philippines,
and Indonesia, apart from its own. Japan even
has deep strategic, civilian nuclear and economic
cooperation with India. India has also interests
in East Asia, especially in the South China Sea
and the Malacca Strait.

5

ters of the Sea. Now this has turned out to the
bellwether to determine the leadership role for
China and the United States.

So as an obvious outcome of such relations of
both these powers is to balance each other. More
so this is a transition phase as mentioned. So
there is a surge in assertiveness in one side of the
scale while the other side is active and potent but
it is not publicly displaying assertiveness.

As a case in point, the case of the South China
Sea stands out clearly, at least at this point in time,
as the United States, the most powerful military
in the world, has got intimately involved with its
best possible spears and shields operating in the
South China Sea round-the-clock with the slogan
of freedom of navigation, unimpeded commerce
and freedom of overflight as articulated by American Secretary of State in 2010. This is coming at
odds with the next most powerful military, i.e., of
China, also with its best possible spears and
shields - may not be that sophisticated as that of
the United States. But China has the inherent advantage of proximity to its mainland and its expressed resolve to declare the SCS as its core value.

Both Japan and China are actively involved in balancing—-both internal and external— each other
with or without the support of the allies. The predominant ally here is the United States that has
given rise to spoke-and-hub alliance system. For
Japan external balancing is inevitable as for security expediency it has to rely on the United States.
Practically it has turned out to be a junior partner. But again for practical and operational expediency it enjoys lots of freedom now. Japan is also
developing stronger alignment relations with
India and Australia as mentioned. All these countries are the claimant countries in the South Notwithstanding such a gap, the rising power is
China Sea where China is a major stakeholder. continuously catching up. Again, of late, there is
China is, in fact, claiming almost the entire wa- a propensity on the part of the predominant 
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power to look inward, with the slogan ‘America
first’, in order to keep its own house in order. So,
it seems a withdrawal syndrome is also underway.
Having said so, a typical balancing theory may not
be applicable here. The balancing game is therefore rather tenuous which can trigger the polarization of group-pole-change at any point in time.
In fact, such changes are constantly evolving because of the volatility of power-weight -age, particularly economic power. The balancing is working
at different levels and dimensions. Put together
it is the Comprehensive National Power (CNP)
which is applied to realize the grand-strategic objectives of the actors.

Having said so, the balance of power game in the
region is seemingly impacting to avert an armed
conflict among the conflicting countries thus
prompting Professor Scott to quip, “the benefits
of such balancing may become apparent because
balancing is itself a stabilizing process.” Although
the balance of power has apparently stabilized the
system, it has so far failed to resolve the disputes,
thus creating a tensed and protracted impasse.

China is well known for playing its mastery in the
balance of power game. This is clearly articulated
by Henry Kissinger who seems to have understood
the Chinese psyche well, as reflected in his various
published books/literature. He made a breakThis paper attempts to explore the twists and turns through in winning over the critical Chinese supof the balancing game undergoing at an alarming port, as opposed to the mighty Soviet power,
pace. The paper further explores how it is compli- during the heydays of the Cold War in 1971:
cating the security situation in the region that is othThe Chinese communist leaders coldly and unemotionerwise volatile, fragmented—interest- wise—but
ally assessed the requirements of the balance of power
growing overwhelmingly both economically and
little influenced by ideology or sentiment. They understrategically. It can be formulated that balancing
stand that the balance of power involved forces in coneach other in different dimensions with ends in
stant flux that had to be continually adjusted to
focus may only further complicate the security-ecochanging circumstances. Only one principle was invionomic issues and disputes those far from resolution.
late: No nation could be permitted to be pre-eminent,
Theoretical Argument
however, fleetingly, over the combination of forces that
could
be arrayed against it, for in that fleeting moment
On the balance of power system in the region, the
Australia-based Lowly Institute for International of neglect, independence and identity could be irrevocably lost… that in foreign policy national interest overPolicy notes:
The system assumes competition between states and rode ideological differences. Ideological slogans were a
hence the ever-present risk of aggression and conflict… façade for considerations of balance of power. Each side
in which participants agree, if only tacitly to curb com- would be expected to insist on its principles; but each
petition for influence in the interest of maintaining sys- side had an obligation not to let them interfere with the
imperatives of national interest—a classic definition of
tem-wide stability.
modern Machiavellianism.
If the power of one state grows disproportionately, then the system adjusts itself through re- It is primarily the urge of power-politics that is givalignment of the relationship. Some states are ing rise to the idea of balance of power. Tellis desusceptible to the gravitational pull of an emerg- velops a thesis suggesting that China’s
ing power that tends to overwhelm it. Others may decades-old military modernization has made a
resort to alternatives like coming closer to each dramatic shift in the balance of power in Asia. He
other and drawing other pole(s) in the system. is clear and candid, “the United States has lost
Some states like Malaysia and Thailand may make the easy escalation dominance that it enjoyed
over China’s nuclear forces as recently as a decade 
a mix of both.
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ago”. Added to that, Lim makes a clear observation that China is also applying internal balancing—-as is Japan and India are doing—- in the form
of military and economic preparations for a possible war. This internal balancing is designed to
confront the other where two distinct alignments
are clearly emerging.

To see it from another perspective, the United
States is applying both engagement and balancing,
also called a policy of ambiguity, with China. This
policy of ambiguity is transmitting different signals
to different stakeholders in the region. That said,
even after the installation of the new administration, the United States is presumably upbeat in
applying the balancing strategy in both letter and
spirit. This strategy got an upper hand after the
launching of rebalancing strategy for Asia that encapsulates military, diplomatic and economic
components. While its military and diplomatic
components still appear to be vibrant, its economic component is not that vibrant—as it is shifting from multilateralism to dualism in economic
relations— after its withdrawal from the muchtrumpeted Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement. The United States is getting more involved
to keep its own house in order. All said and done,
the United States and Chinese engagement
process has to remain vibrant for obvious interdependence and security reasons resulting in a winwin outcome. Such a state of affairs has to
continue in the foreseeable future although it is
under strain now as trade war surfaces with renewed stimulus. Alternatively, Japan may also
make an altogether different paradigm to recognize China’s central role in the region. But whenever we deal with balance of power concepts,
variables like national interest, threat, credibility,
polarization, nationalistic fervor, etc. determine
its visualization and operation. All these variables
can be mellowed down by the touch of liberalism
or constructivism. Having said so, highly charged
nationalistic fervors coming mostly from the

7

Asian powers may at any time go out of proportion to take any issue towards a confrontation. In
fact, many events do occasionally batter their relations.

To reinforce the thesis, Bangladesh balancing its
relationship with China and India is a good case
of balancing. Bangladesh has been at the forefront to encourage India-China cooperation. It
has accepted significant Chinese aid relating to
28 development projects totaling more than USD
20 billion. On the other hand, Japan is also investing hugely as Bangladesh has also accepted a
Japanese bid to build port at Matarbari while putting on hold Chinese plans to construct a similar
container port at Sonadia Island. Bangladesh however, is worried that its hedging strategy between
India and China may get deflected by its participation in the Maritime Silk- Road (MSR) while
India stays out of it. This balancing game is underway between India and China where they have
involved Pakistan and Iran and Afghanistan.
Both India and China are all –out to balance
each other in ASEAN in connectivity programs,
control over the South China Sea, Malacca Strait
and the Bay of Bengal. India calls the Bay of Bengal as India lake when China claims almost the
entire South China Sea. These two Sea are strategically linked by the Malacca Strat. These two
Seas are euphemistically called twins in two interconnected Oceans.
Containment

George F. Kennan, an American diplomat who
worked in Moscow was the principal proponent
of containment strategy during the Cold War. He
prescribed, “the U.S. policy of firm containment,
designed to confront the Russians with unalterable counterforce at every point where they show
signs of encroaching upon the interest of a peaceful and stable world.” He advocated “promoting
tendencies which must eventually find their outlet 
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in either break-up or gradual mellowing of Soviet Now to add the context of nuclear deterrence, as
Power.” That phase of containment is now over. North East Asia has a high potential of moving toWith the demise of the Cold War, China is now wards nuclear, so far, some of the world-class milbearing the brunt of containment as it seems it is itary stalwarts like General Colin Powell and
asking for it. However, the containment against Robert McNamara put to question the effectiveChina is definitely qualitatively different from ness of nuclear deterrence. McNamara counter-arthat of the Soviet Union. After all, the Soviet gued, “It appears to me to be weakly constructed,
economy at that time or even today is one third weakly argued that nuclear weapons can deter conof that of China. Impliedly Soviet economy was ventional military action by lesser powers when
modern conventional weapons hit targets precisely
no match to America’s. China is now the secondand overwhelm more opponents”. General Colin
largest economy of the world and it continues to
Powell argues in a similar vein, “I think there is
catch up at least Purchasing Power Parity (PPP).
less utility to these nuclear weapons… because
More so, there exists a huge interdependence synwhat they do militarily… I can increasingly do with
drome between the American and Chinese
conventional weapons, far more effectively”. This
economies that tends to restrain the hostile attimay not be fitting well in the East Asian milieu.
tude to each other. This interdependence is now
under strain as there are palpable signatures of Another doyen in international relations, Kentrade war are raising its ugly head. There are in- neth Waltz, has masterfully narrated the implicadications American corporate giants are also re- tions of the nuclear revolution with respect to
locating their plants in the neighboring countries nuclear deterrence in his seminal paper titled,
such as Vietnam, Thailand, India etc. to get ad- “The Spread of Nuclear Weapons: More may be
vantage of labor and related costs and water down Better”. He argues, “Nuclear weapons… make the
cost of war seem frighteningly high and thus disthe impact of interdependence.
courages states from starting any wars that might
Deterrence
lead to the use of such weapons”. He further
The message that is transmitted through coercive adds, “Nuclear weapons have helped maintain
diplomacy, offensive and defensive military drills peace between the great powers and have not led
and maneuvers, xenophobia, etc. is more credi- their few other possessors into military advenble. It is this credibility and potency, as perceived tures.” Waltz suggests that the increase in the
by an adversary, which is important. A decision number of nuclear-armed states creates a canmaker may be duped into taking a wrong decision celling effect of nuclear threats. This is being
when he fails to clearly evaluate an adversary’s sig- echoed by Mr Kausikan who proposes for the stanals. Henry Kissinger’s idea about deterrence may bilization of the regional stand-off between North
be pertinent here: “Deterrence is a combination Korea, South Korea, and Japan when he writes,
of power, the will to use it, and the assessment of “However, difficult the process of getting to a sixthese by the potential aggressor. Moreover, deter- way balance of mutually assured destruction may
rence is a product of the factors not a sum. If one be, once established, it will be stabilizing”. In
of them is zero, the deterrence fails.” In the pres- fact, this stabilization is also working in the South
ent status quo between China and the United Asian-China nuclear complex.
States, there is not a single variable on either side The U.S. deterrent will protect the U.S. but it rewhich equals zero. But that may not be true in an mains to be seen if extended deterrence will be efapparent deterrent situation between India and fective to protect U.S. allies such as Japan and
China or between India and Pakistan.
South Korea. Japan is worried, in case the rap- 
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prochement works out between North Korea and
the United States, it may still remain under nuclear
threat from North Korea. So, such a fait accompli
may not be sufficient to establish the credibility of
the U.S. extended deterrence. In fact, South Korea
had nuclear programs much before North Korea,
so the urge for self-preservation may reinvigorate
nuclear nationalism. And this will have a great
knock-on effect on Japan for going nuclear.
It is now loud and clear that balancing game —along with deterrence, containment, polarization,
band-wagoning—-are impacting on each other that
warrants its examination to suggest modus
operandi that at the least restrain the major actors
somewhat.

minor powers—and gaining predominance—-and
to create an effective deterrence for a supposedly
adversary— in the world stage and in the region,
primarily. Defense budgets of many of these countries are even increasing by more than one hundred percent in last couple of decades. This is
seemingly irreversible. The race is on—-one group
led by China and the other by the United States
with Japan spearheading it locally.

9

China’s State Council issued a White Paper on 11
January 2017 titled “China’s Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation” The Paper classifies
China, U.S., Russia, India, Japan, as “major countries”. This advice may be directed at the U.S. allies and partners in East Asia1, including
countries in Southeast Asia and Australia and
New Zealand. It is not clearly stipulated in the
Balancing in Different Modes
Paper as to what is meant by “taking sides”. It may
Balancing in Alliance/ Alignment Mode:
imply the facilitation of the U.S. military to opThe US –Japan strong military alliance is now prierate in the region by creating new security initiamarily aimed at containing China. This is also
tives. The pressures on the Republic of Korea for
true for the US –South Korean alliance. Despite
hosting the American Terminal High Altitude
efforts towards rapprochement between the
Area Defense (THAAD) anti-ballistic missile sysUnited States and North Korea there is less probtem - a component of extended deterrence - is a
ability of these alliances are getting dented in near
case in point. Its powerful radar can pose a threat
future. There are clear indications that Japanto China’s nuclear deterrent as well. China defiIndia-Australia alignments both in the strategic,
economic and nuclear fields are taking concrete nitely feels threatened at such deployment. Simishape to confront an emerging hegemon such as lar system is also operational in Japan.
China in the region. China is balancing India in Here is point to consider. Both the allies may feel
South Asia by proving huge investments and mil- threatened if there is nuclear exchange coming
itary aid and technology to Pakistan. China and from North Korea or China. China has recently
Pakistan are now looking for opportunities to bal- upgraded its nuclear arsenal from liquid –fueled
ance India in Afghanistan where India has made to solid-fueled and made road-mobile. So in order
to balance China or North Korea—-North Korea
huge inroads.
is a long way to go total denuclearization—Japan
and South Korea may go nuclear. Both the counInternal Balancing in Military Expansion and tries have the technology to go nuclear almost
Modernization Domain Including Nuclear:
overnight. So there is every possibility Northeast
Asia
go nuclear thus giving rise to the concept
Upgrading and expansion is on the rise at almost
an exponential pace is much visible in the wider Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD), reminiscent
Indo-Pacific region (IPR). This is primarily trig- of the Cold War legacies that ensured balancing
gered by sense of security—-primarily for the two greatest nuclear powers i.e. the United States 
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and erstwhile Soviet Union.

More importantly, China opposing the deployment is intended to conscribe the U.S. freedom
to take major military initiatives in the East Asian
region. Even Russia is coming into this fray as it
feels THAAD deployment is a threat to its security and could monitor military movements
within its borders. It may have another serious
negative implication like: “THAAD will undoubtedly push Pyongyang to build up its military potential further”.
Graham Ong-Webb and Nah Liang Tuang, two
Singapore-based scholars substantiate such a
proposition. They do rather propose a convincing
rationale:

What about the American nuclear guarantee to Japan
and South Korea? Historical precedence set by both the
United Kingdom and France in doubting U.S. nuclear
coverage indicates that assurances of extended nuclear
deterrence are impossible to be taken seriously. As such,
if Japan and South Korea nuclearize, it would be in
their self-interest to do so, and if any country were in
their shoes, its government would likely do the same on
the basis of national survival. Technically a nuclearised
Northeast Asia, comprising China, Japan, North Korea,
South Korea and Russia apart from the United States
as a Pacific power, is most likely to generate relatively
robust regional ‘nuclear deterrence stability’…At the end
of the day, the international community cannot undo
the nuclear revolution. A nuclearised Northeast Asia,
should it happen, is still a better outcome than the current prospect of a nuclear attack against a non-nucleararmed Japan and South Korea. While a nuclearized
Northeast Asia is definitely tricky, it is an option to avert
a regional disaster having global repercussions.

Balancing at the Military –Operational Levels —
-in the Prospective Battle-fronts:

China has already deployed its first aircraft carrier
to patrol the waters of the SCS apart from its
SSBNs. This gives China much leverage in terms
nuclear second-strike capability. Here cyber and
space warfare capabilities are also at work. Chinese

fleets operating in and around the Maldives after
a recent internal political stand-off. India was eying
to intervene militarily. Seemingly this has been well
balanced by sending a Chinese naval flotilla there.
China-India- and Pakistan are in a state of seemingly perpetual balancing each other—-otherwise
called Mutually-Assured- Deterrence (MAD)—by
deploying their most potent nuclear weapons –
each with again potent second-strike capabilities.
Again China and Japan are balancing each by deploying their most potent weapons in the East
China Sea. This Sea has been called by some of the
experts as the most volatile flashpoint of this subregion. Both China and India are eyeball-to-eyeball
militarily in the contested regions in the Himalayas
as Pakistan and India are in the disputed territories
of Kashmir. Balancing, by and large, is holding although occasionally there are skirmishes taking
place between the militaries.

China’s Equipment Development Department
(EED), the branch of the military responsible for
weapons procurement purchased 10 Russian SU35 combat aircraft——a top fighter aircraft in the
world—- in 2017 and S-400 surface-to-air missile
system-related equipment in 2018. This earned the
wrath of the United States to the extent that it imposed sanctions on EED. As a counter-measure
China postponed planned joint-military talks in
Beijing between Chinese and US military officials.
China thought it was a normal act of military cooperation between two friendly militaries and the
United States had no right to interfere.

Russia and China are contemplating closer military relationship—-not to the level of an alliance—
-as Chinese troops, for the first time took part in
the Vostok-2018 military exercise——with 32,000
Chinese troops and 30 aircraft—- while both the
leaders from— Russia Putin and China Xi— predictably pledged to work together to deal with the
current issues. An increasingly unpredictable
geopolitical climate made the partnership more
relevant. The military exercise is nothing new. 
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Last year —-2017—-a similar exercise took place in
the country’s western regions that was aa clear signal to NATO with whom Russia’s relations have
been tense, after the Crimean and Ukrainian
crises of 2014 and NATO’s consequent military
build-up in the Baltic states and Eastern Europe.

Balancing in Economic Domain:

China is preponderant in balancing other powers
through economic means as exemplified in its
launch of its BRI/MSR projects. This is going to
overwhelm the regional powers especially India.
India is apprehensive that these projects would ultimately turn out to be base for military expansion
as true in case of Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Myanmar
etc. Pakistan’s case is quite glaring. Two Singaporebased scholars give their perspective on BRI:
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envisions a “seamlessly and comprehensively connected
and integrated ASEAN” by 2025. It includes several
major region-wide infrastructure projects such as the
ASEAN Highway Network.

In response to BRI in Southeast Asia, India has
articulated a nascent ‘Connect Asia’ strategy towards ASEAN. India responding through two
modest but new aspirations in Southeast Asia—
boldness in strategic thinking and a projection of
smart power in connectivity-related diplomacy.
India has proposed to develop ports like Sabang
in the northern tip of Sumatra facing a sensitive
geostrategic area near India’s Andaman and Nicobar Islands. India has signaled a bold message
even if India cannot eventually use the port for its
own military objective. In a big-picture scenario,
India seems emulating China in exploring strategically resonant economic partnerships with other
countries. India is interested to develop Iranian
Port of Chabahar as a response to China’s economic and strategic stakes in promoting Pakistan’s
Gwador port, located near to Chabahar.

Asia-Pacific countries have stepped up efforts to enhance regional connectivity through infrastructure development. The headline-grabbing activity is China’s
Belt-and-Road Initiative (BRI), spearheaded by President Xi Jinping since 2013. The BRI aims to connect
more than 70 countries across the Afro-Eurasian superChinese PLAN is reportedly constructing a deepcontinent via large-scale projects including railways,
sea port for its use to oversee the activities and pasroads, bridges, ports, and pipelines.
sage of energy through the Strait of Hormuz and
On the other hand, purportedly to balance this the Persian Gulf. There are even reports in PakInitiative India and Japan are spearheading alter- istani sovereignty may be compromised when
natives to BRI. These initiatives are also joined CPEC activities are put into place. Chinses miliby ASEAN who seemingly is working with lofty tary soldiers are guarding the highway that runs
ideals of connecting people and cultures, differ- from Gwador to Kashgarh in China. These are all
ent from power-politics. In another perspective it purportedly meant to balance —-it is in way encirworks as a hedging mechanism to obviate impacts cling India— India and keep India “boxed-in” in
of two power-blocks in the region:
South Asia. China has invested to the tune of USD
India is collaborating with Japan under the Asia-Africa 57 billion to reenergize the economy of Pakistan
Growth Corridor proposal to develop maritime connec- especially its energy sector. That said, with huge
tivity across Africa, India, and Southeast Asia. Aus- Chinese investment in energy and infrastructure
tralia, India, Japan, and the US are involved in projects in the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor,
another partnership, known as the Indo-Pacific Partner- the Pakistan government has to employ a 15,000
ship. The Asia-Africa Growth Corridor and the Indo- strong military force to protect Chinese workers.
Pacific Partnership proposals are still at the China needs to learn to live outside the Great
consultation stage. In 2016 Plan ASEAN unveiled the Wall, otherwise the BRI runs the risks of turning
new Master Plan on ASEAN connectivity. The plan into a foreign policy nightmare, and not a bonanza. 
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It is reportedly known that even the PLA troops India
are protecting the insurgency-infested territories of
Baluchistan to protect the highway and the Balancing in the Diplomatic Front:
pipeline that runs from Pakistan to China.
Chinese are actively pursuing checkbook diploChina has also invested heavily in Sri Lanka by de- macy —-some may call it coercive diplomacy –to
veloping both Colombo and other ports. The port take control of state –of-affairs in this part of the
at……is meant to berth Chinese submarines for world, especially in South and Southeast Asia.
use in the Indian Ocean. China has also invested There are conflicting claiming issues between the
substantially to dollop the infrastructure facilities claimant countries in the South China Sea. So
of China. At this point in time Sri Lanka is trying ASEAN’s centrality is coming under strain as
balance its relationship between India and China. there is a wedge created inside to handle the SCS
But Sri Lanka has no way to wriggle out of Chi- issue collectively with China. Both China and
nese embrace because India is no match— invest- ASEAN signed the landmark Declaration called
ment-wise—to China. This time round India is DOC in 2002, as an ad-hoc measure, to tame tides
encircled from the south. India’s investment in in the South China Sea but in reality it is not that
effective as it is not binding on parties.
the region is peanut compared to China’s.

Nepal now gets access to Chinese ports at Tianjin,
Shenzhen, Lianyungang and Zhanjiang. Wedged
between India and China Nepal had to heavily depend on India for the supply of essential goods such
as energy and its ports for trade with other countries. Nepal is also getting access to Chinese land
ports like Lanzhou, Lhasa and Xigatse. A Nepalese
Commerce Ministry official comments, “This is
one of the milestones because we are getting access
to four Chinese ports (sea) in addition to two ports
in India.” So, an element of balancing is glaring
here. China is fast moving into Nepal with aid and
investment, in fact, challenging India’s long-held
position as the dominant outside power.

BCIM, a much-coveted dream project, now declared a part of BRI, is coming under strains
mostly because of reluctance of India. India, by
and large, is apprehensive of BRI for it feels this
BRI will ultimately turn into a military alliance.
So obviously India has opted out of this. So
BCIM, for all practical purposes, is a dead issue
now. So, China, as a rebuttal, in its latest overture,
has proposed superfast Bullet Train on Kunming—
Kolkata—Dhaka—Chittagong routes and back.
This looks like an effective counter-strategy BCIM
is faltering mostly due to geopolitical reasons.

On the contrary to balance China, India is willing
to step up engagement and interactions in the
maritime domain of the Indo-Pacific and thereby
contribute constructively in the changing strategic
and geopolitical landscape. The Southeast Asian
nations and other major powers in the region are
also keen to bring India into the region more effectively to create a better balance with China’s
presence. It therefore boils down to the fact that
there is a congruence of strategic and economic
interests between India and Southeast Asian nations and other major powers in the Indo-Pacific
region. Recent developments in Nepal, Sri Lanka,
Maldives, Bangladesh, Myanmar, and Bhutan in
relations with China has generated a fear of losing
ground to China. Therefore, Indian government
needs to change her approach and narrative.
India’s ‘Connect Asia’ strategy is just one part of
Delhi’s geopolitics in the wider Indo-Pacific region
which was expressed in the key-note address of the
India Prime Minister at the Shangri-La Dialogue
in Singapore on 1 June 2018. India Prime Minister was, in fact, invited by both President Putin of
Russia and President Xi of China. Both these leaders see a United-States-supported India as a potential swing-state that could help Washington tilt the 
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much wider and deeper connecting East with
West, South with North, land with sea, Asia with
Africa, Asia with Europe and so on. And this connectivity has much wider like connecting with culture, with peoples, trade, resources, infrastructure,
Balancing through Soft Power:
ports roads, railway and so on. So, to evaluate yet
Economic power is the harbinger for both hard is a difficult proposition. Except few countries in
and soft power. China has lots of disposable Asia and North America the project seems moving
money to invest with expectation to get good re- forward full-steam with few snags. The project, if
turn on its investments. Japan has also been successful, as conceived and crafted, will bring
doing so since the days of the Second World War. about revolutionary changes in the body-politic of
Lately it has got reenergized. Japan is well-known different continents across culture. China has
for its active participation as a development part- enough disposal money to overwhelm the people
ner. It has a good brand value-chain as a country of different cultures.
with durable and strong technological and scien- China obviously benefits hugely from this gigantific innovations. This has created a good image tic project for she is the largest exporter of the
for Japan in the rank-and-file of the peoples and world. He is clearly a beneficiary from the multigovernments of the region. It may not be so true ple trade options of the project. For others the
for China. It may be even lesser true for India. trade between the United States and China proChina now plans to extend its people-to-people vides a justification for the BRI project. This can
contacts—cultural exchange— as part of its grand be an obvious answer to the protectionism. It is
project BRI/ MSR but it has miles to go. China seen as an expression of economic xenophobia.
is establishing Chinese language centers in many
There is strong possibility of deeper military alcountries of Asia and is providing scholarships to
liance shaping up between Russia and China almany students coming from Asia, Africa and
though there less probability of an alliance
Latin American countries. India is also extending
formation for the obvious reason that presently
similar services but those may not be that deep
Russia must hone the cap of a junior partner.
and wide. After all Indian GDP-size is no match
After all China is now a huge economy matched
to China’s. That said, a large number of non-resby the United States only. There are historical reaident Indian-origin and Chinese-origin populasons for such non-probability.
tion have settled in Southeast Asia and in the
Indian Ocean islands since the colonial days.
They are good ambassadors of soft power of their Mohd. Aminul Karim, Lt General (Retd.) is now
respective countries. They do influence those a Professor—and earlier Dean— at the School of Business
countries culturally and economically.
at Independent University, Bangladesh (IUB). In
Bangladesh Army, the General served as the commandConcluding Notes
ing General, Adjutant General, Quarter Master General,
and Military Secretary to the President of
China has launched a gargantuan project called
BRI which overshadows any connectivity project Bangladesh among others. His latest books Geopolitics
that can be imagined. Immediately after the Sec- of the South China Sea in the Coming Decades and
ond World War the Marshal Plan was a kind of Genocide and Geopolitics of the Rohingya Crisis pubsimilar plan. But that only connected American lished by Nova Science Publishers, New York have been
prowess with Western Europe. BRI dimension is highly acclaimed world-wide.
scales against Sino-Russian interests. China and
Russia are wary of such a swing. India is a matured
democracy that has enough wisdom to take sides
keeping in mind its national interests.
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A Tale of Newspaper Reading
Sheikh Hasina

After waking up in
the morning, we all
used to gather, one
by one, at my
mother's bedroom.
With a cup of tea
in everyone's hand
and newspapers
scattered on the
bed…
everyone
would read a news
item one after another, while others would listen to it and give
their opinion. Sometimes, there would be debates
on what was written in the newspapers or what
messages the papers wanted to give. All would
give their opinion as per their thoughts. This way,
both the morning tea party and our newspaper
reading gained momentum.

We learned the lesson of punctuality from him.

Noticing our newspaper reading and the different
opinions we gave, one day my father asked: "Tell
me, who read which news items more attentively?"
We were surprised. No one could utter a single
word. Kamal, Jamal, Rehana, Khoka uncle, Jeny
and I—we all were there. Even little Russel was
also among us. He did not read, but was busy
snatching away the newspapers.

When he saw we could not say anything, my father disclosed what would be of interest to each
of us. We were surprised. How attentive he was!
My mother mostly read small news items on the
inside pages, particularly those on social issues.
She also kept track of what happened where.
Kamal read sports news mostly. As did Jamal. I
was more interested in the literature pages and
cinema news. So, everyone had their favourite
Our days would start in this way, and it would topic.
continue for at least three hours. My father got From her early age, Rehana paid special attention
ready to go out. We also got ready to go to school. to newspapers. Sitting in the veranda and putting
My father was very punctual in going to his office. her on his lap, my father would drink tea and 
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The undated photo shows Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman with daughter Sheikh Hasina and
grandson Sajeeb Wazed Joy. Photo: Collected


read the papers. When Rehana saw a newspaper,
she would try to grab it, as if she could read it.
And then, when we came to our Dhanmondi residence, she started reading newspapers with the
rest of us. When she grew up, she developed the
habit of reading newspapers quite diligently. She
would read every news item whether it was related
to cinema or other issues. There were many stories, poems and quizzes on the page for young
readers, which never failed to catch her attention.

Rehana now lives in London but she reads the
newspapers of the country regularly through internet. Not only does she read the papers, she also
sends me messages whenever she reads something
about people's suffering, asking me to help someone or the other, questioning why an incident
took place there, etc. For example, there was a
news story during the coronavirus pandemic. A
beggar had saved money to build a house but
then donated it for the treatment of Covid-19 pa-

tients. The news of his generosity deeply moved
her. She informed me of the matter immediately.
So we built a house for him. This is how we have
been able to stand by people—because of Rehana's
compassionate heart and her habit of regularly
reading newspapers. Staying abroad, she always
thinks about the welfare of the people. Being constantly informed about what is happening in her
country through the pages of the newspapers, she
serves the people.

Kamal and I passed our childhood days in our village home of Tungipara. At that time, it took two
nights and a day to go to Tungipara from Dhaka.
That meant, if we boarded a steamer in the
evening of a day, we had to pass the next day on
the steamer and then it reached the Patgati station late at night. And from there, it took around
two hours to reach Tungipara by boat.

Newspapers did not reach that area regularly. At
that time, we had yet to learn the value of news- 
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paper reading. But one newspaper would reach My father had an intense connection with newsour house and we observed how the grownups papers. When he was studying in Kolkata, he was
took a huge interest in reading it.
involved with the publication of a newspaper. Mr.
We came to Dhaka in 1954, during a tumultuous Hashem supervised the newspaper and Tofazzal
period in politics. We did not have the company Hossain Manik Miah served as its editor. My father
of my father. He was elected as a member of the was involved with the publicity of the newspaper.

provincial assembly. He became a minister too.
He was naturally very busy and would return
home at the dead of night, when we were already
asleep. In the morning, Kamal and I went to
school. Sometimes when my father returned
home to have lunch, we met him. This brief interlude was very precious. No matter how brief,
those moments when we got our father's affection
and love became the most cherished gift for us.

He sacrificed his life for the people of Bengal. He
dedicated his whole life for the welfare of the deprived people of Bengal.

Then he was detained in jail. When our father
was free (out of jail), we hardly got his company
due to the crowds waiting to see him. And when
he was detained in jail, we could meet him for
only one hour in every 15 days. That was our life!

At that time, two other newspapers, "Millat" and
"Ittehad", were also published. My father was involved with those newspapers too. In 1957, my father got involved with another newspaper named
"Natun Din". Poet Lutfar Rahman Zulfiqar was
its editor.

After the creation of Pakistan, the "Ittefaq" newspaper was published with the financial assistance
of Huseyn Shaheed Suhrawardy. Tofazzal Hossain
Manik Miah was the editor of the newspaper. My
father was also involved with the newspaper and
worked for it.

In 1957, after getting the charge of Awami League
general secretary, my father resigned from the cabinet. He stepped down from the post of the minister to concentrate on organisational activities to
strengthen the foundation of Awami League. In
My mother used to lessen our sorrow with her af- 1958, Ayub Khan imposed martial law. My father
fection and love. And my grandparents and uncle was arrested. On December 17, 1960, he was reSheikh Abu Naser used to meet all our demands. leased.
He brought us everything we needed. And my fa- After his release, he started a job at Alfa Insurther's cousin, Khoka Uncle, used to stay with us ance Company, as he was banned from politics at
always. Khoka Uncle was always willing to extend that time. He even had to inform the police stahis help—from taking us to school to going to tion and intelligence agency if there was a need
lawyers' residences regarding the cases filed by the for him to go out of Dhaka.
Pakistani government against my father.
But this period brought for us a great chance to
My mother liked to read. My grandfather used to spend more time with our father. Waking up at
keep various types of newspapers in the house. In dawn, we used to go for morning walks with him.
his "The Unfinished Memoirs", my father wrote At that time, we lived at a residence at Segunabout how my grandfather would buy and read bagicha. Ramna Park was under construction then.
newspapers. That's how my father acquired the We used to walk to the park from No 76—our house
habit of reading newspapers. And from him we in Segunbagicha. There was a small zoo which had
learned to become avid newspaper readers too.
several deer, peacocks, birds and other animals. 
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during his captivity. It revealed how important
newspapers were in a prisoner's life, particularly
if one is a political prisoner. However, my father
did not face any hassle in getting information
A children's page named Kochikachar Ashar was from outside, because my father easily got inforpublished in the Ittefaq every week. I remember mation from those who worked inside the jail or
one Jalal Ahmed who used to write articles under fellow prisoners.
the title "Japaner Chithi" (Letter from Japan). When my mother went to meet him, she apprised
There was a section for puzzles too. Sometimes I him of the country's political situation. And she
would try to solve the puzzles. Sometimes I was conveyed my father's directives to the party leaders and workers. Particularly, all the credits of the
successful in solving them!
movement, which was built up following the anAt that time, newspapers had specific pages for
nouncement of the Six-Point demand, were of my
literature. It was our regular task to read the newsmother. She had a sharp memory.
paper sitting in the veranda and having a cup of
tea. My mother used to read newspapers very I too know the companionship of newspapers
meticulously. After lunch, my mother used to sit during imprisonment. I used to buy four newspapers with my own money when I was in jail durwith newspapers and letters from the post box.
ing the 2007-08 period. But it was not possible to
The "Begum" newspaper would be delivered at
take newspapers of my own choice. The then govour residence regularly. There were also Reapers, ernment gave names of four newspapers and I
National Geography, Life and Reader's Digest— took those. But at least, I could get some news.
some were weekly, some monthly and quarterly
My father, Bangladesh's president and Father of
publications. The literary newspaper "Samakal"
the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahwas also kept at the residence. My mother liked
man, was killed brutally by assailants on August
it very much. Write-ups in the "Begum" and
15, 1975. At the same time, 18 of my family mem"Samakal" were favourites of my mother.
bers, including my mother and three brothers,
At that time, my father started publishing a were also killed.
weekly named "Banglar Bani". A machine was set
My younger sister Sheikh Rehana and I were
up after taking a place in Segunbagicha. Banglar
abroad at that time. Though we were spending
Bani was published from there. My brother Moni
our life as refugees after losing all our near and
was studying at Dhaka University. He was given
dear ones, we used to collect newspapers and
the charge of the newspaper.
went through those regularly.
My father was arrested again in 1962. At that time,
In 1980, I went to London from New Delhi and
we shifted to the Dhanmondi residence. When stayed with Rehana for a few days. We used to
my father was captive in jail, newspapers were the take children to school and back home—for that,
only way to get information from outside. But we got one pound for each child. Usually, the first
those newspapers were censored before delivery. thing I did with the money would be to buy a
After returning home, my father used to sit with
the newspapers and have a cup of tea. My mother
and father used to read the newspapers together.
They used to discuss different issues.

If you read "Prison Diaries" written by my father, newspaper. On my way home from school, I
you will realise his interest in reading newspapers would buy a newspaper, bread and other essential 
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items. If I couldn't have at least one paper in my When Awami League formed the government in
hand, my whole day would seem dull and dreary. 1996, there were only a small number of newspaI always thought of my father and mother. They pers in Bangladesh, and those were also conhad taught me to think about the well-being of trolled from a special place. There were the
the country's people and thus created in me duti- state-run radio and television. But there was no
radio or television in the private sector.
fulness towards the people. They also taught us
the principle of simple living and high thinking Acting on my own initiative, I opened up the priand created awareness amongst us about human- vate sector. In this regard, I had two targets—one
ity and dutifulness. Since I was groomed with that was to create employment and the other was to
ideology, I have been able to accomplish the im- let our culture flourish—incorporating modern,
portant task of serving the nation. I have been technology-based culture and art with the current
able to undertake plans and thus implement era so that modernism could be brought forth
those in running the country through giving pri- and the people at the grassroots level could enjoy
ority to human welfare. And the people of its benefits.

Bangladesh are getting its benefits.

In our election manifesto of 2008, we had
Criticisms and discussions will remain in political pledged to build a Digital Bangladesh, and digital
life, but if one works with honesty and integrity devices are now making a special contribution to
and can take decisions with self-confidence, then our daily life, especially as it helps us tackle the
challenges we face because of the coronavirus panits good results will surely reach the people.
demic. For this, we could maintain our economic
The mass media could create awareness in society, activities by taking timely steps. We opened up
and after forming the government, I gave all the the mobile phone industry in the private sector
government newspapers to the private sector.
in 1996, and for this, mobile phones are now in
But those who were previously against nationali- everyone's hands.
sation or were very critical of it made accusations Bangladesh's film industry started at the hands of
when I went for privatisation; they even waged a my father, and there is a huge scope for entertainmovement and staged hunger strikes too.
ing the mass people by making this industry mod-

I often wonder why they had started making criticisms against my father after enjoying all the facilities as the jobs of journalists, representing the
newspapers that could exist in the war-ravaged
country, were nationalised, and they started getting their salaries from the government.
On the other hand, when I left all of those media
with the private sector, again they resorted to all
means—waged a movement, made criticisms,
staged hunger strikes—as I privatised the government newspapers. Why? I know no one will be
able to answer this.

ern and technology-based. Besides, this industry
could play a role in the overall development and
also in poverty alleviation.

We are now going through an abnormal situation
due to the worldwide coronavirus pandemic. I am
hopeful that this black cloud will go away soon
and a new, bright sun will rise. I wish that the
lives of all become successful and beautiful. May
everyone stay healthy and safe—that is my desire.

The article was previously published by Bangladesh
Sangbad Sangstha (BSS).
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Development of Railway Net
Work-the Economic, Political
and Military Application
FROM EAST INDIA COMPANY AND BRITISH RAJ TO BANGLADESH

Dr. Jamaluddin Ahmed
Short History of
Railway Transport:
The
oldest
man/animal
hauled railway date
back to the 6th
century BC in
carinth, Greecs.
Rail transport commenced in mid
16thcentury in Germany in form of horse powered funiculars and
wagon ways. Modern rail transport commenced
with the British development of the steam locomotives in the early 19th century. The railway system in Great Britain is the oldest in the world.
Built by George Stephenson and his son Robert
Company (Robert Stephenson and company).
The locomotion No.1 is the first steam locomotive to carry passenger on the public rail line, the
Stockton and Darlington in 1825. George also
built the first public intercity railway line in the
world to use only the steam locomotives all the
rime, the Liverpool and Manchester Railways

which opened in 1830. Steam engines a key component of the Industrial Revolution. Railway reduced the cost of shipping and allowed for fewer
lost goods compared with water transport which
faced occasional sinking of ship. The charge from
cannels to railways allowed for national markets
in which prices varied very little from city to city.
The spread of the railway network and the use of
railway timetables, led to the standardization of
time (Railway time) in Britain based on Greenwich Mean Time. The invention and development of the railway in the United Kingdom was
one of the most important technological invention of the 19th century. The world’s first underground railway the Metropolitan Railway (part of
the London Underground), opened in 1863. In
the 1880, electrified train were introduced, leading to electrification of tramway starting during
the 1940s the non-electrified railway in most
countries had their steam locomotive replaced by
diesel electric locomotives the process being almost complete by the year 2000. During the
1960, electrified high-speed railway systems were
introduced in Japan and later in some other 
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countries. Many countries are in process of replacing diesel locomotives with electric locomotives.
Intercity trains are long-haul services connecting
cities; modern high-speed rail is capable of speed
up to 350 km/h, but this requires specially built
track. Distinguishing Features of Railways: Capital Intensive, Labour Intensive, Complexity of
Business Requires Intensive Management and
Coordination, Out dated Technology Base and
Operating Methods, Information Intensive,
Unionized Organisation: High Wages, High Benefits Highly Specialized Skill Base

This article bases its historiographic approach on
scholarship that focuses on the link between the
transfer of technology from Britain to colonial
India and their metropolitan-periphery relationship. During the 1970s and 1980s, a number of
historians assessed the role that science and technology played in European colonial expansion
[(Ian Inkster, ed Roy MacLeod and Deepak
Kumar, (1995), Ian Derbyshire, MacLeod and
Kumar, 2002)]. Among this set of historians was
Daniel Headrick, who evaluated the technological dimension of the relationship between European powers and their colonies. Headrick’s
approach consists of three central themes. First,

the transfer of technology from the metropolis to
the periphery was detrimental to the latter. In
Headrick’s view, technological development in
the periphery did not lead to an inevitable
process of industrialization but rather to the
transformation of traditional economies into
under-developed ones. Secondly, the metropolis
intentionally transferred to the periphery technologies that could be utilized as “tools of empire.” The technologies not only accelerated
territorial conquests, but also enabled Europeans
to control their acquired colonies efficiently and
profitably. Lastly, the transfer of technology stimulated cultural and economic changes in the periphery. Through their exposure to the advanced
technologies of their colonizers, colonized peoples recognized their benefits and became consumers of the technologies [(Daniel Headrick,
(1988)].

Although this article adopts Headrick’s approach,
it will also take into account themes from historiographic interpretations that attempt to understand how Western technology has affected
colonial India (Roy MacLeod, 1987). Ranajit
Guha, an influential member of the Subaltern
school of historical thought, has convincingly ar- 
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gued that an adequate understanding of the history of colonial India cannot be gained without
an awareness of the history of everyday people, a
topic largely overlooked in earlier historical
works. In following this line of reasoning, likeminded historians have attempted to understand
how the transfer of technologies from Britain to
British India influenced the Indian populace
(Ranajit Guha, 1988).Despite being a story that
generally involves British actors, this paper will
draw some attention to the impact of railway technology on the Indian population.

Headrick did not account for the role that technology played in the state formation of colonial
India. As Gyan Prakash has recently pointed out,
technology in the subcontinent forged a direct
link between space and the state. The development of subcontinental networks of railroad
tracks, telegraph wires, irrigation infrastructure,
and coal mines in South Asia are a part of a historical process that resulted in the creation of the
modern Indian state. These public works were
crucial to making the daily administration of such
a vast political entity possible and manageable
(Gyan Prakash, 1999)). Thus, in adopting ideas
explored by both Prakash and Headrick, the
paper will take into account the importance of
railroads for state formation in South
Asia and how railway development within colonial India fits into the wider historical context of
the British Empire.

Before proceeding further, a description of the
materials involved in the transfer of railway technology from Britain to colonial India is required.
Besides the massive installation of thousands of
kilometers of rails, railway construction also required the preparation of rail-beds, the laying of
plates, the building of tunnels, the undertaking
of heavy-cutting, and the building of bridges
wherever necessary. In the early decades of railroad development, British India imported from
Britain necessary manufactured products such as
rails, sleepers, prefabricated bridges, and locomo-

tive engines. Although Indian workshops began
to emerge at the end of the nineteenth century,
British manufacturers remained the primary suppliers of these industrial goods. Between 1850
and 1940, more than 14,000 British locomotives
were sold to colonial India compared to slightly
more than 700 that were manufactured indigenously. Indian workshops such as those established in Lahore focused on repair and assembly
work for the duration of this period (Gyan
Prakash, 1999).

In mainly relying upon manufactured products as
well as technical expertise imported from Britain,
the colonial establishment oversaw the creation
of a state-of-the-art rail transportation network on
the subcontinent during the nineteenth century.
British rails were carefully and uniformly made,
with a precise sectional profile designed to fit exactly on cast-iron chairs, which were in turn
bolted. In contrast, American rails, at the time,
were not uniformly made and were secured by
spikes hammered into the ties. While Americans
preferred to use low-cost, mass-produced rails and
to build railroad trestles out of timber, British
civil engineers in British India always insisted on
the installation of more costly but more durable
rails and bridges made from brick and iron. Furthermore, whereas British authorities rigorously
inspected railway development in South Asia, supervision in the US was, in comparison, considerably lax. Thus, as Daniel Headrick states, the
end result in colonial India was a network of railroad lines that were constructed in the British tradition of engineering, which is to say of the finest
quality and therefore expensive (Headrick, 1988).
The Railway and its Political Application

Besides having a military purpose, railroad construction served to justify ideologically the existence of colonial India. For British policymakers,
the railway physically embodied the civilizing mission, an ideology that sustained the assumption 
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that they had the right to govern, arbitrate disputes, and insist upon deference. Dalhousie was
convinced that the establishment of railways
would lead to a “similar progress in social improvement that has marked… various Kingdoms
of the Western World.” Following the Mutiny,
railway development on the subcontinent continued to be associated with the fulfillment of
Britain’s civilizing mission. In 1868, Robert Cecil,
the Marquess of Salisbury and a member of the
House of Lords in Westminster at the time,
looked upon railway construction as enabling
Britain to fulfill its duty of “propergat[ing] civilization in the most peaceful and most harmless
way.” Moreover, at the turn of the century, Curzon insisted that railroad development had always
been a “blessing,” and in being the “most unifying agency” in South Asia, served to elevate the
material and social condition of all Indians (Adas,
1901).

British public opinion also perceived railway development as the realization of the civilizing mission. In 1855, the newspaper Friends of
India reported that the completed railroads were
“producing a social change in the habits of general society far more deep… than any which has
been created by the political revolutions of the
last twenty centuries.” During the Mutiny, an article in The Economist hailed the railroad as being
the pathway to English science, religion, arts, and
opinions for a people that were “miserably poor
and wretched” and “like young children,” without
a “distinct idea what they want[ed].” Generally,
contemporary commentators agreed that railroad
development in South Asia was elevating the Indian masses from ignorance and poverty. According to Captain Edward Davidson, an engineer for
the government of Bengal, the steam engine in
colonial India was:

sits in third-class carriage in contact with a Dome
(the lowest caste of Calcutta, employed in killing
dogs and burying the dead.

Dalhousie’s biographer concurred when he described the fast railway as dealing a “fatal blow to
the slow deities of paganism” and consequently
causing “other thoughts to arise at the shrine of
Parvati or Shiva than the Veds and Shastras inculcate.” Although sceptical of Britain’s supposed
good intentions, even Karl Marx, in the capacity
of a journalist, believed that the railways would
inevitably lead to socioeconomic improvement
on the subcontinent. He predicted that
“[m]odern industry, resulting from the railway system, will dissolve the hereditary divisions of labor,
upon which rests the Indian castes, those decisive
impediments to Indian progress and Indian
power [(Headrick, (1988), The Economist, (25
July 1857), Arnold Edwin, (1862-1865), Karl
Marx- ed. James Ledbetter 2007)].”

Criss-crossing almost every part of the subcontinent, railroads undeniably reshaped the day-today lives of Indian inhabitants. By the turn of the
century, most towns and cities possessed a railway
terminus made from stone and marble. The rural
populace had not only become accustomed to the
sight of tracks, tunnels, and bridges, but also the
locomotives and numerous travelers that regularly
used them. Possessing more railroad lines than
any other network outside of Europe and North
America, the Indian railway network encouraged,
on a monthly basis alone, the constant interaction of tens of millions of people that lived vast
distances apart and came from very different
backgrounds. Moreover, people of all classes had
come to rely on this affordable mode of transportation to seek educational and employment
opportunities not available in every part of the
subcontinent (Arnold, 1988).

[O]verturning prejudices, uprooting habits, and Nevertheless, the rhetoric of the civilizing mission
changing customs as tenaciously held and dearly often exaggerated the railway’s socio-cultural imloved almost as life itself. A sacred Brahmin now pact. Contrary to the widely accepted opinion of 
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his fellow countrymen, G. O. Trevalyan, a British
civil servant, observed that, not far beyond the active tracks, all evidence of Western civilization
vanished. Instead, one would typically glimpse an
unaltered countryside where the sight of traditional village life, child brides, pilgrims, and “debauched” beggars remained the norm. Moreover,
although upper caste Indians were willing to sit
beside lower caste ones in third-class carriages, the
use of railway lines did not serve to weaken
Hindu devotion to ’slow’ deities and Vedic traditions. To the contrary, thousands of devotees
came to rely upon them to perform yatras (pilgrimages to distant shrines and venerated sites)
and to attend melas (festivals). Before the existence of the railroads, it was difficult for most of
them to participate in these religious practices because of the expense and limitation of pre-existing
forms of transportation (G. O. Trevelyan, 1988).

Railroad development was also used by the
British colonial administrations to facilitate the
formation of the modern Indian colonial state.
In compressing time and space between far-flung
regions as well as establishing links where none
before had existed, the railways allowed for the
British Raj to establish its authority over the entire subcontinent. The railroads were engineered
to be a “network of iron” that enabled a single
government to manage diverse territories, lands,
and peoples. From the beginning of railroad development, policymakers were aware of how the
railroad could be utilized to organize Britain’s
South Asian holdings into a unified state with a
centralized government. As Dalhousie stated in
his minute of 1853:

A single cast upon the map recalling to mind the
vast extent of the Empire we hold… will suffice to
show how immeasurable are the political advantages to be derived from a system of communication which would admit of full intelligence of
every event being transmitted to the government
under all circumstances, at a speed exceeding fivefold its present rate. Commentators were also en-

thusiastic about what the railroad could accomplish. Marx envisaged the railway as allowing the
British to unify a subcontinent that was supposedly socially and politically broken up into “disconnected atoms” of isolated self-sufficient
villages. Similarly, Dalhousie’s biographer imagined that through the railway, the British could
“do what [past] dynasties ha[d] never done-what
the genius of Akbar the Magnificent could not effect by government, nor the cruelty of Tipu S]ahib
by violence; they may make India a nation
(Prakash, 1857).

For native inhabitants, the complexity, scale, and
power of the railway symbolically and physically
manifested Britain’s imperial presence and dominance within South Asia. Along with displaying
the latest advances in metallurgy and industrial
machinery (e.g., the steam engine), railroad tracks
literally entrenched British colonial authority into
the landscape itself. While railway lines reshaped
vast tracts of land, the bridges built for them,
made from brick, iron, and later steel, were in
themselves public exhibitions of Britain’s engineering abilities. Unsurprisingly then, the introduction of railways had a desirable effect on a
populace that the British colonial regime sought
to govern and recruit. The active railway initially
both terrified and awed the Indians. According
to John Brunton, a chief resident engineer of
British India during the mid-nineteenth century,
the Karachi natives that first heard and saw the
locomotive train were astounded and could not
understand what hidden power enabled it to drag
such enormous loads. Some “feared them” and
in “supposing that they moved by some diabolic
agency, they called them Shaitan (or Satan).”
Moreover, as writer and journalist Harriet Martineau vividly described: V]illagers from under
the mountains of the West Ghats] come out at
the sound of the steam whistle, and the babies
gasp and cry when the train rushes by; and nobody denies that the railway is a wonderful thing

(Adas, 1845-1875).
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By inspiring a belief in British superiority
amongst the Indian populace, railway development effectively served to spread and consolidate
British supremacy over the entire subcontinent,
including the so-called “independent Native
states.” Consider the situation that transpired
within the principality of Bahawalpur in 1863.
The Newab was on unfriendly terms with the
British on account of his alleged “tyranny and
grievous cruelty to his subjects,” and “very few
Englishmen and certainly no white lady” had ever
been granted permission to travel through his
realm. Desiring to construct the Indus Valley railway route that happened to pass through Bahawalpur, Brunton and a following composed of
a “faithful lot of servants and soldiers” managed
to persuade the ruler diplomatically to grant them
permission to survey the lands within his territory. The entry of so large a group of outsiders
into the realm had a strong impression on the
Newab’s subjects. Although Brunton saw his mission as strictly being railroad business, the inhabitants considered him to be an “[e]missary from
the Indian government sent to endeavour to redress their grievances” and representatives from
a “party in the state most anxious for the displacement of their oppressor” sought his audience in
the nights. After Brunton’s departure, plots
began taking shape in the principality and the
Newab was soon after assassinated. When this occurred, the British leadership took control of the
situation without any resistance. According to the
engineer: They stepped in, appointed an English
officer as Regent-took the young Prince under its
care, gave him a first class education, [and took
measures to ensure that] he by no means
follow[ed] in his father’s footsteps (Headrick.
Thus, in viewing the railroad as furthering imperial ideology and utilizing it to create colonial
India, the British encouraged rapid and largescale railway development.

The Railway and its Economic Application

For railway promoters, the profit-making potential of the railway in British India was too lucrative to disregard. According to Stephenson, the
second consideration for constructing the Mirzapore railway route was to: Provide a means of conveyance from the interior to the nearest shipping
ports of the rich and varied products of the country, and to transmit back manufactured goods of
Great Britain… in exchange.

Along with passing through areas of military importance, the railroad tracks would connect locations of commercial significance. Promoters also
endeavoured to make railway construction a
money-making enterprise and a profitable investment for Western financiers. Hence, promoters
like Stephenson campaigned for a state guarantee.
A state guarantee entailed the Indian government
compensating a percentage of interest to investors
in case the annual surplus of railway revenue was
insufficient. The promoters knew that they could
not raise the amount of capital required to initiate railway construction without providing a state
guarantee of an annual fixed rate of interest to
public investors. Moreover, they were aware that
the railway developers would consider the financial risks too great without obtaining a state guarantee (Thorner, 2000).

Although promoters used the railway’s ability to
transport other raw materials from South Asia,
such as jute and tea, to encourage investment,
they focused more of their campaign on the advantages it would bring to the cotton plantations
in the Deccan. Following the American cotton
famine of 1846, promoters presented the railway
as being a means to reduce Britain’s dependence
on US cotton and making British India into a
profitable cotton supplier. For instance, Hyde
Clarke, a writer and railway promoter, argued that
the construction of railroads on the subcontinent
would eliminate Britain’s need for US cotton and
complained about how existing transport in colo- 
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nial India only enabled it to supply one-twelfth
of Britain’s cotton imports. He concluded that if
railways were developed in British India, it would
be possible to import enough Indian cotton to
supply “hundreds of thousands of people in England with the means of subsistence” and to stimulate Indian agriculture and industry
[(Macpherson, 1845-1875), (Zaheer Baber, (2001),
Headrick, (1988)].

Unsurprisingly, the railway promoters gained the
endorsement of the British cotton manufacturers.
During the 1840s, 80% of British cotton was imported from the US. This situation was perceived
as dangerous, since the availability of cotton in
Britain was largely determined by domestic factors in the United States. Importantly, as demonstrated during the American cotton famine of
1846, crop failures in the US could prove costly
to the British textile industry. Although the manufacturers desired to import cotton in bulk from
the plentiful cotton districts of the western Deccan, the existing form of transportation made it
difficult. Bullocks could only travel sixteen kilometers a day and cotton bales frequently were ruined by rain and dust. The manufacturers viewed
this situation as intolerable and threw crucial support behind the railway promoters. One after another, the chambers of commerce in
textile-producing areas such as Lancashire sent to
the Court of Directors strong letters of support
for railway development in colonial India. Moreover, in conjunction with British merchants, manufacturers sought to persuade the EIC leadership
through memorials, petitions, newspaper letters,
and government motions (W. J. Macpherson,
(1845-75).

sured its readers that the railway would transport
to Britain the “worth of a ship-load of diamonds
in the Cotton-fields of the Deccan.” This optimism towards the railroad was also echoed in
columns of the Economist. In 1847, the newspaper declared that the railroad would benefit a
country so “densely peopled” and “rich in spontaneous productions” by making “her the cotton
field of Europe.” The Anglo-Indian business community was also sympathetic to the cause. During
his visit to British India in 1844, Stephenson
gained the confidence of both European and Indian members of the Calcutta business elite. In
particular, they were enticed by the time- and costsaving that railways would provide their day-today operations. After all, a railway line between
Calcutta and Benares would hypothetically enable a Calcutta merchant to reach his destinations
in hours rather than days or weeks, and cost at
the most ten pounds rather than at least forty
pounds. Thus, prominent businessmen such as
Dwarkanath Tagore strongly endorsed railway
construction. The Bengali entrepreneur was “very
desirous” to have a railway to his collieries from
Calcutta and even willing to “raise one-third of
the capital for this portion of the line if undertaken immediately [(The Times, 14 June 1847),
(The Economist, 26 February 1848)].

The commercial interest groups behind the railway campaign, most notably the cotton manufacturers, heavily influenced the decision-making of
policymakers. Without the support of the manufacturers, the railway developers would never have
secured a contractual agreement with the Court
of Directors on August 17, 1849, that stipulated
a state guarantee of five percent to investors. As
railway promoter John Chapman reported to
shareholders
of the Great Indian Peninsular RailThe railway campaign was also supported by the
British media and the Anglo-Indian business way (one of the two railroad developers), the mancommunity. As an advocate for the introduction ufacturing districts of the north prevented the
of railways in colonial India, the editor of premature death of the railroad by obtaining the
the Times utilized the newspaper to promote his “favourable consideration” of the Court of Direccause to the public. For example, an article as- tors. Furthermore, the manufacturers had power- 
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ful political allies such as Charles Wood, the president of the Board of Control (the parliamentary
body which supervised the EIC). In a letter to the
Governor-General, Wood asserted that the railroad could serve as a “great national project” if it
travelled through cotton country on the subcontinent since it would eliminate Britain’s need for
US cotton. The colonial authorities were primarily interested in how the railroad would increase
the country’s military efficiency and decrease its
expenditures. However, the Governor-General
also endorsed the commercial interests behind
large-scale railroad development in his popular
minute of 1853. In agreement with Wood’s proposal, Dalhousie drew favourable attention to the
cotton motive. He proclaimed that: The commercial and social advantages which India would derive from their establishment are, I truly believe,
beyond all present calculation. Great tracts are
teeming with produce which they cannot dispose… England is calling out aloud for the
cotton [which India] would produce sufficient in
quality and plentiful in quantity… [and there is]
an increased demand for articles of European
produce in the most distant markets of India [italics added] (Macpherson, “Investments in Indian
Railways, 1845-1875)].

Consumer appeal among the Indian populace for
railway transportation was unanticipated by railroad advocates and became an additional source
of profit. When Stephenson began campaigning
for the introduction of a railway in colonial India,
the Court of Directors doubted that the railway
would attract much traffic. However, within the
first year of railway activity, 450,000 people travelled by rail. In July 1854, Dalhousie reported
that though “many doubted whether the natives
would go on the railway,” the recently opened
Bombay line had been “crowded for th[e] [first]
three days by Calcutta Baboos” and “engaged
thousands deep.” By 1863, the “fire-carriages”
were carrying more than a million passengers per
year and made a substantial contribution to the

annual railway revenue. Indian enthusiasm for
the newly built railroads was all too evident. However, it should be noted that during the mid-nineteenth century, railway construction sites and
completed lines had also become public spaces
where Indians were subordinated to the will of
the British by the threat or use of violence. When
Brunton asked a British foreman overseeing a railway construction site how he managed to instruct
the five hundred Indian labourers under his supervision, the foreman replied: “I tell these chaps
three times in good plain English, and if they
don’t understand that, It takes the lurki (the
stick) and we get on very well. The engineer himself had no qualms about the use of violence
against Indian insubordination. As he later goes
on to describe:

An hour before the time of a train starting,
crowds of natives surrounded the booking office
clamouring for tickets, and at first there was no
keeping them to the inside of the carriage. They
clambered up on the roofs of the carriages and I
have been obliged to get up on the roofs and whip
them off (Davidson, 1988).

Although the colonial leadership possessed decision-making power, the commercial interest
groups continued to shape heavily the Indian railway policy. Until 1870, the cotton manufacturers
and other business groups encouraged railway development that would be to their advantage. For
instance, the Manchester Commercial Association, Oriental Bank, and other bodies managed
to persuade the Court of Directors to sanction a
line spanning from Bombay to Ahmadabad. The
business groups, especially the manufacturers, depended on powerful political allies such as Wood
and various British Members of Parliament to influence the British Raj to support the construction of desired railways. Following the Mutiny,
favourable government reforms, the profit to be
generated by transporting goods, and consumer
demand motivated the formation of additional 
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guarantee railway companies. The developers preferred railroad routes that would generate the
highest commercial traffic. In a political setting
where at one point there were 156 railway directors in the British House of Commons and
Lords, the railway companies easily obtained government authorization for their endeavours. During the 1870s, the Indian government sought to
impose full state control over all railroad development. However, commercial groups in London
were able to thwart this attempt through the support of Salisbury, the new Secretary of State for
India. In 1874, Salisbury renegotiated the contracts of old guarantee companies on even more
favorable terms without consulting the colonial
leadership in British India. Furthermore, he
ruled in 1879 that the Indian government could
only build strategic lines to the North-Western
frontier whereas railway development elsewhere
would once more be privatized (W. J. Macpherson, 1845-1875) (The Economist, 6 August
1859; The Times, 29 October 1868, (Headrick,
David Thorner, (1951). Therefore, in viewing railroads as a lucrative enterprise, the British facilitated fast and massive railway development.

As economic historian Romesh Dutt initially asserted in his work, The Economic History of
India, railroads, until the turn of the century,
were a “permanent loss to the government year
after year. Although the railway lines were collecting revenue from transporting passengers and
cargo, none of them, with the exception of one,
were earning enough to pay the five-percent dividend promised to investors. Consequently, the
Indian government constantly needed to compensate the railway shareholders. Although the initial
costs of railway construction during the 1860s
and 1870s partially prevented the companies
from being able to cover the guarantee, it was
their extravagant spending that decisively burdened Indian taxpayers. Following the Mutiny,
government reforms removed state restrictions on

fast and expensive railway construction. The lessening of government regulation along with the financial security of the state guarantees
encouraged railway companies to build profitless
railroads and use expensive materials. Consequently, the Indian exchequer paid out a total of
fifteen million pounds by 1869. This situation
compelled John Lawrence, the Viceroy of India
at the time, to complain about how the “whole
profits go to the Companies and the whole loss
to the Government.” In accusing the railroad developers for making this profit by “bad and extravagant” management, the Viceroy urged that
railway construction be fully state controlled.
Lawrence and his successors did manage to temporarily lower the expense of railway development, but their efforts to maintain state control
were soon undermined by inadequate state funds
and the political intervention of Salisbury. In
continuing to spend excessively, the railroad developers compelled the Indian government to pay
out an alarming total of 50 million pounds by the
end of the century. The Curzon administration
oversaw an unprecedented surplus in railway revenue that eliminated the need for the withdrawal
of capital from the Indian treasury. However, the
Viceroy’s claim that the railroads were profit-making was misleading since the surplus made in railway revenue primarily resulted from the
intentional disregard of railway upkeep. This negligence caused the quality of railway service in
terms of comfort, convenience, and efficiency to
dramatically deteriorate. Thus, although the Indian railway policy was beneficial to commercial
groups and ensured the rapid creation of one of
the world’s largest railway networks, it proved to
be costly to the Indian state (Romesh C. Dutt, K.
Paul, Trench, Trübner, 1900).

Despite being beneficial to British commercial interests, railway development negatively affected
industrial growth in South Asia. Desiring to make
colonial India into an agricultural supplier, as 
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well as a market for manufactured goods, railway
developers constructed railroads with the intention to make the interior of the subcontinent accessible and to integrate the country into a global
economy. Changes to the global market for primary products, especially after the American cotton famine, led to the development of a railroad
network that connected agricultural regions to
the seaports. Facilitated by the railroad, this rapid
integration into the global economy caused the
decline of pre-existing manufacturing industries.
Consider the Indian textile industry, which was
a lucrative enterprise that did not rely on machinery, but instead on low-cost labor, easy access to
cotton, and skills of spinners, weavers, and dyers.
By enabling industrial cotton manufacturers to
import a flood of cheaper textiles to the subcontinent, the railways undermined the centuries-old
industry and the prosperity of numerous urban
centers. The majority of cotton weavers soon
found it necessary to either abandon their trade
or accept a marginal and destitute position in Indian society. As Marx acknowledged, British
“steam” did not only result in the economic decline of Indian towns that had produced admirable fabrics. In uprooting the unique
relationship between agriculture and manufacturing industries on the subcontinent, the railway
caused an exporting country to become an importing one, produced unprecedented misery for
Indian commerce, and left the “bones of cotton
weavers [to] bleac[h] the plains of India (Baber,
Peter Gaeffke and David A. Utz (1985). Hence,
while making it technologically possible for South
Asia to participate in a modern global economy,
the swift development of railroads destroyed local
sources of prosperity in the region.

marily profit driven. Moreover, as 99% of the capital for the railways was raised in Britain, the decision-makers of the railroad companies were
almost exclusively British. Consequently, the selfinterest of the British investors in combination
with an inflexible colonial railway policy in
British India made railroad construction an obstacle to industrialization. Although colonial
India possessed metal deposits required to produce manufacturing plants similar to European
ones, the raw materials were mainly located in isolated and sparsely populated regions of the subcontinent. Railroad developers already had easy
access to densely populated regions with high
commercial traffic and an ample supply of cheap
labor. Furthermore, it was far more profitable for
them to import most of the industrially manufactured materials from Britain than to develop and
exploit the metal-producing regions on the subcontinent. Colonial administrators were paralyzed by the financial responsibility for the
expensive state guarantees and the prevailing will
of British commercial groups with the political
backing of Salisbury. The administration, thus,
was unable to endorse policies that would burden
the Indian government with the cost of constructing industrial plants capable of producing manufactured goods and machinery. Therefore,
although colonial India obtained a transcontinental railway network that revolutionized the
speed of transportation on the subcontinent, it
remained without the infrastructure to sustain it
or the manufacturing base required to stimulate
industrial development (Morris D. Morris,1988).

In successfully opening colonial India to world
trade and transforming it into an international
supplier of agricultural goods, the railways also
had a detrimental impact on the welfare of the
Contrary to Dalhousie’s and Marx’s predictions, Indian population. By the late-nineteenth cenrailway development impeded rather than en- tury, the demand for cotton declined and British
couraged the growth of modern industry in colo- India had become a major wheat exporter. Hownial India. The transfer of modern industrial ever, in penetrating the entire subcontinent and
technology during the nineteenth century was pri- encouraging the over-production of agricultural 
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goods, the railways played an integral role in simultaneously depressing the price for wheat
abroad and rendering it beyond the affordability
of the Indian poor. Until the First World War,
this price explosion caused frequent famines in
which staggering numbers of people in droughtstricken areas and even well-watered districts
starved to death (A. K. Connell, W. J. Macpherson, 2002 ).

Changes in Indian rural societies brought about
by railway development contributed to the plight
of poor inhabitants. After all, the integration of
vast areas of the subcontinent into the global
economy, facilitated by railroad construction,
caused traditional self-subsistent Indian village
communities to rapidly dissolve. They were not
replaced by urban or industrial centers, but
rather, increasingly by village units in which the
dominant agents were absent rent-receiving landlords, aggressive moneylenders, crop merchants,
and grain price speculators. Consequently, the
bulk of the rural population was reduced to the
status of dependent tenants and landless laborers
vulnerable to the impersonal business transactions of a globalized agricultural market. During
this period, millions of Indians reached a stage of
malnutrition that modern health workers identify
as skeletonization. Although the railroads were
hailed by policymakers as a safeguard against
famines, they were instead used with government
support by Anglo-Indian merchants to transport
grain supplies from drought-stricken areas to central depots for hoarding, exportation, and protection against grain riots. Unsurprisingly then, the
statistician Arthur Connell complained in 1885
that the Indians were “told to be grateful for the
boon of free trade” that the railroads facilitated,
and yet found their income “smaller” and food
“dearer (Thorner, 1901).”

cated its misplaced priorities. The railroad system
consumed thirteen times as much investment as
all of the hydraulic works until 1880. This situation compelled the pro-irrigation lobby led by
Arthur Cotton and Florence Nightingale to
protest during the 1876-1877 famine that:

We have before our eyes the sad and humiliating
scene of magnificent work that cost poor India
160 millions, which are so utterly worthless in respect of the first want of India, that millions are
dying by the side of them.

From 1885 to 1895, a mere 20% of the public
work expenditure was devoted to irrigation development. Most of the funds went into projects
that would generate the highest financial returns,
such as sugar cane fields, instead of a sufficient
supply of grain to offset the effects of price fluctuations and food shortages. By 1902, only 24
million pounds had been spent on irrigation
works, as opposed to the 226 million pounds
spent on railways (at least 50 million of which had
been spent by the Indian government to subsidize
the state guarantees, Davis, Arthur Cotton and
Florence Nightingale (1877). Thus, the rapid construction of railways in British India did not result from a uniform transfer of advanced
technologies from Britain. On the contrary, the
swift development of railroad infrastructure received more priority than the introduction of
other technologies on the subcontinent.
The Railway and its Military Application

Railway promoters active in Britain were well
aware of the military utility that a railroad network could provide in colonial India. In 1844
Rowland M. Stephenson, one of the earliest promoters, began to endorse the construction of the
As the historian Mike Davis asserts, the colonial so-called “Mirzapore” railway route that would
regime’s willingness to allow enormous spending link Calcutta to Delhi, Bombay, and Madras. He
on railway construction compared to its abandon- claimed that the “first consideration” for such a
ment of needed agricultural development indi- railway scheme would be the “better security… of 
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the entire country.” His proposed railroads would
strategically pass through all areas of military importance. Throughout the 1840s, other promoters also voiced military justifications for the
development of a railroad network in British
India. For instance, William P. Andrews described how a railway system would have prevented the supply and ammunition shortages that
occurred during the British-Sikh conflicts and
how railroads would serve to rapidly “concentrat[e] troops on a sudden emergency.” He also
noted that along with reducing the “expenses,
delay, and annoyance” of troop movement, railway transportation would “spare the health and
save the lives of European troops” who would otherwise be compelled to march through perilous
weather and terrain (George Huddleston, 1845);
(Daniel Thorner, 1950); (William Patrick Andrew, 1846).

While railway promoters and their allies campaigned in London, the Indian government
began to view the construction of a railroad network as central to maintaining a military policy
of expansion, annexation, and defense. Warfare
against the Sikhs during the mid 1840s had revealed the inadequacies of military transportation
on the subcontinent. British authorities were
aware that military supplies and manpower could
have been mobilized far more efficiently if a railroad connecting Calcutta to the North-West
Provinces had existed. Unsurprisingly, Henry
Hardinge, the Governor-General during the
Anglo-Sikh conflict, was in favor of railway development. Within a letter written in 1845 to the
Court of Directors, the ruling body of the East
India Company (EIC), he stated:

In a country where no man can tell one week
what next may produce, the facility of a rapid concentration of infantry, artillery, and stores may be
the chief prevention of an insurrection, the
speedy termination of a war, or the safety of the
empire (W. J. Macpherson, (1955), (Edward

Davidson,1868).Confronted by strong demand
for an Indian railway at home and abroad, the
Court of Directors eventually acquiesced. In 1849
they authorized two limited liability companies,
under the supervision of the EIC, the right to
build railroads in British India. However, before
large-scale work could commence, various technical decisions needed to be made. During this period, many proposals regarding how best to
establish a railway network in British India were
sent to the Court of Directors by various individuals. The most elaborate and influential amongst
them was a memorandum written in 1852 by
Major John P. Kennedy, a consulting engineer for
the Indian government. Kennedy envisioned a
railroad network that intricately connected all of
the major urban centers in colonial India together, and believed that a so-called “Great NorthWestern line” should be immediately
constructed. The Great North-Western line
would connect Calcutta to vast northern borderlands that Kennedy believed were the current
hotspots where “conflicts could grow into serious
wars.” This proposed line would revolutionize the
way the colonial regime dealt with defensive and
offensive military conflicts. According to
Kennedy, this line would enable the “concentration of troops on any required point” in a way
that would dramatically increase the military
power of the government. Whereas it took three
to four months in the previous system to assemble a field force of 60,000 men with sufficient artillery and provisions at a site of combat, the
Great North-Western line would hypothetically
reduce the mobilization time to a matter of days
(Headrick, 1988; Davidson,
by Major
Kennedy, Parliamentary Papers 1854).

Following the British conquest of the Punjab,
James Andrew Broun Ramsay, the Marquess of
Dalhousie and Governor-General of India at the
time, sought to initiate large-scale railway development. He viewed the railroad as an effective 
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means to bind together old territories as well as
newly-conquered ones and in doing so, to secure
British military power in colonial India. Although the Great Indian Peninsular Railway
route from Bombay to Thana (a 32-kilometer
line) had been completed in 1853, Dalhousie envisioned overseeing the establishment of railway
projects spanning the entire subcontinent. After
reviewing a copy of Kennedy’s memorandum, the
Governor-General completed a minute to the
Court of Directors on April 20, 1853, that outlined his recommendations regarding how railway
development should proceed. Deeming
Kennedy’s railway scheme to be “premature and
impractical,” Dalhousie preferred instead to direct initial attention to the construction of a railroad network identical to the one proposed by
Stephenson in 1844. According to Dalhousie,
this railway scheme would prove advantageous in
enhancing internal security. It would enable the
government to bring immediately the “bulk of its
military strength to bear upon any given point”
to an extent that was “physically impossible” at
the time. Furthermore, he supported Kennedy’s
proposal that the Company prioritize the construction of a railway line from Calcutta to the
North-Western territories. Aside from forging a
connection between Calcutta and the recently annexed Punjab, the railroad line would strategically
ensure the long-term protection of British India
from external aggression. As Dalhousie explained:

The railway referred to would be of incalculable
value… Touching every military station from Calcutta to the Sutlej, connecting every depot, Allahabad, Agra, Delhi, Ferozepore, with the arsenal
of Fort William; it would enable the Government
of India to assemble upon [both] frontier[s]… an
amount of men and materials of war amply sufficient to deal with any such emergency within a
period which would be measured by days;
whereas months must elapses, with our present
means.

Impressed by Dalhousie’s minute, the Court of
Directors accepted and implemented his recommendations. In consequence, Dalhousie’s minute
laid the basis of railway policy in colonial India
for the next seventy years.( William Wilson
Hunter, (1895); (James Andrew Broun Ramsay
Dalhousie 1910). Although major decisions regarding railway development in British India had
been made by 1857, the railroad lines did not play
a significant role in the Indian Mutiny (May 1857July1858). When Dalhousie departed from colonial India in 1856, thousands of miles were still
either under construction or survey. Technical decisions as well as bureaucratic friction between
the EIC’s resident engineers and government
consulting engineers slowed down construction
considerably. Observers of the Mutiny such as
William H. Russell were conscious of how much
of a difference an operational railroad network
would have made in reducing the violence and
internal unrest. As the newspaper correspondent
remarked in a diary entry: One is weary of thinking how much blood, disgrace, misery, and horror
had been saved to us if the rail had been but a little longer here, had been at all there, had been
completed at another place. It has been a heavy
mileage of neglect for which we have already paid
dearly.

During the upheaval, the rebels intentionally targeted railway construction sites as well as existing
railroad infrastructure, such as stations and
bridges. In one of these incidents, the mutineers
managed to gain possession of a railroad station
and reportedly immediately sought to destroy the
stationary locomotives by throwing rocks at them.
Such acts of vandalism were frequent and caused
serious damage to railroad development, especially in northern areas such as Delhi and Cawnpore. The mutineers feared the military potential
of the railway. However, their destructive activities
were not motivated by opposition to the rail transportation technology, but rather, by strategic interests, general hostility to colonial rule, and 
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widespread frustration towards the economic as
well as administrative changes that the British
leadership brought about during the mid-nineteenth century. Contrary to denouncing railway
development, the rebel-supported Mughal Emperor Bahadur Shah II promised, in a proclamation made at the beginning of the Mutiny, to
provide Indian merchants with government-financed tracks and steam carriages once restored
to power (Hunter, (1997); (William Howard Russell, 1997); (John Brunton, 1939).

Following the rebellion, the opinion that railways
could ensure the internal security of colonial
India gained substantial support in Westminster.
A parliamentary committee was organized to
make railroad development into an imperial priority. In holding the EIC responsible for the delays in construction, the committee decided to
make legislative reforms that removed the technical and administrative obstacles, which prevented
the rapid construction of railroad tracks. Although colonial India had a mere 325 kilometers
of railway in 1855, it possessed over 8000 kilometers by 1870. From 1858 to 1859 alone, more
tracks were laid than ever before. By 1871, a
transcontinental railway network connecting
Bombay, Allahabad, Calcutta, Delhi, and Madras
was completed (Macpherson, “Investments in Indian Railways, 1845-1875); (Headrick, 1999);
(Robert Kubicek,1999); (Andrew Porter,
(1999).Thus, driven primarily by Britain’s desire
to enhance state security in colonial India, the
swift and massive railway construction that occurred in turn resulted in the technology becoming a major mode of military transportation on
the subcontinent in less than two decades.
The threat of a foreign invasion from Central
Asia motivated the British Raj to commence railway development in the North-Western frontier.
From the British perspective, the borderlands not
only had an inhospitable landscape, but also unsavoury and hostile inhabitants. As an English

traveler wrote, “tyranny and insecurity, oppression and violence, reign everywhere all over the
country.” In his minute of 1853, Dalhousie asserted that a railway line to the North-Western
provinces would enable the government to effectively safeguard its borderlands against invaders
from the Kabul frontier. Although the Delhi-Lahore line was extended to Peshawar in 1868, railroad tracks remained mostly absent in the rugged
North-West region when the Second AngloAfghan War broke out in 1878. The deficiencies
in communication and transportation during the
conflict highlighted the need for railroads. Indian
forces under the command of Major General Earl
Roberts barely managed to prevent the conflict
from becoming a massacre. In 1880 Afghan forces
overwhelmed a British garrison at Maiwand and
besieged the surviving soldiers in Kandahar. After
a 30-day, 300-mile forced march, Roberts’ troops
reached Kandahar just in time to rescue the survivors. Furthermore, from the beginning of the
rescue operation, needed supplies could not be
transported to the frontline. As Roberts complained, “[h]uge stocks of winter clothing, medical comforts, grain, and various requirements of
an army… had been brought by rail to Sibi and
had there remained for want of transport (Sarah
Searight, 1991); (extracts of correspondence received by the last mail from the Governor-General in council in India,” Parliamentary
Papers 1852-1853); (Fredrick Roberts, 1908) .”

The Second Anglo-Afghan War convinced the
British military establishment that strategic railroads were necessary in the North-West. However,
the additional fear of Russian intrigue and expansion in Central Asia motivated the British leadership to initiate construction. Since the 1830s,
the British had become suspicious of the Russian
empire’s growing presence and influence in Central Asia. During his term in office, Dalhousie believed that the possibility of an attack from Kabul
caused by European instigation could not be
ruled out. He urged his colleagues in London 
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“not to lose sight of the necessity of placing some
limit to the progress of Russia in Central Asia.”
In the second half of the century, the so-called
“Great Game” escalated. Russia continued to
annex territories in Central Asia and, in 1865,
commenced the construction of the Transcaspian
Railway on its southern frontier. George N. Curzon, the Marquess of Kedleston, ventured to Central Asia in order to investigate the recently
expanded 900-mile line firsthand. In the book he
subsequently published, Russia in Central India,
Curzon claimed that Russia’s activities within
Central Asia were a “serious menace” to British
India. He concluded that regardless of Russia’s
designs upon colonial India, it was imperative
that the British leadership “render any hostile intention futile” and ensure that the frontiers of the
“most splendid appendage of the Imperial Crown
[were] impregnable (Searight, Parliamentary Papers (1852-1853): (Dalhousie, Private letters of the
Marquess of Dalhousie, George N. Curzon, Russia in Central Asia in 1889 and the Anglo-Russian Question (1993),).”

The Russians, however, continued to pose a
threat, and their advance to Merv in 1883 was
more than the British authorities were willing to
tolerate. Believing Merv to be a potential launching point of a Russian assault, they decided that
rapid railway development on the frontier was integral to the preservation of a British-ruled India.
By 1891, only three years after the Transcaspian
line’s expansion, Indian railroad tracks had been
extended to Chaman, a settlement merely 60
miles from Kandahar. These newly built railway
lines radically enhanced the military capability of
the British Empire in South Asia. After all, large
numbers of armed forces could now reach
Afghanistan in three days from Karachi, a port
city that was itself by steam vessel only twenty-five
days from Britain. At the turn of the century,
Curzon, as the new Viceroy of India, supervised
the continuation of railroad expansion in the
North-West. As he confirmed in 1902, the pur-

pose of railroad construction in the frontier remained “to strengthen [the British Raj’s position
and to enable [it] to move troops without delay in
the event of trouble (Searight, 1902).In the railway system of colonial India, Indians were employed almost exclusively for non-technical duties
until the twentieth century. Managerial and technical positions were dominated by individuals of
British and/or Anglo-Indian origin. On a related
point, it can be asserted that the hierarchy within
the Indian railway reinforced the existing post1857 colonial status quo rather than elevating the
socio-economic status of Indians to a level similar
to that of Britons. Therefore, in less than ten
years after the Russian annexation of Merv, the
defensibility of a vulnerable borderland had been
(and continued to be) radically improved through
the speedy and large-scale development of railroads.
The Railway and its Political Application

Besides having a military purpose, railroad construction served to justify ideologically the existence of colonial India. For British policymakers,
the railway physically embodied the civilizing mission, an ideology that sustained the assumption
that they had the right to govern, arbitrate disputes, and insist upon deference. Dalhousie was
convinced that the establishment of railways
would lead to a “similar progress in social improvement that has marked… various Kingdoms
of the Western World.” Following the Mutiny,
railway development on the subcontinent continued to be associated with the fulfillment of
Britain’s civilizing mission. In 1868, Robert Cecil,
the Marquess of Salisbury and a member of the
House of Lords in Westminster at the time,
looked upon railway construction as enabling
Britain to fulfill its duty of “propergat[ing] civilization in the most peaceful and most harmless
way.” Moreover, at the turn of the century, Curzon insisted that railroad development had always 
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been a “blessing,” and in being the “most unify- power (Davidson, Arnold Edwin, 1862-1865),
ing agency” in South Asia, served to elevate the Karl Marx, “The Future Results of British Rule
in India,” in Dispatches for the New York Tribmaterial and social condition of all Indians.
une:
Selected Journalism of Karl Marx, ed. James
British public opinion also perceived railway development as the realization of the civilizing mis- Ledbetter (2007).

Criss-crossing almost every part of the subcontinent, railroads undeniably reshaped the day-today lives of Indian inhabitants. By the turn of the
century, most towns and cities possessed a railway
terminus made from stone and marble. The rural
populace had not only become accustomed to the
sight of tracks, tunnels, and bridges, but also the
locomotives and numerous travelers that regularly
used them. Possessing more railroad lines than
any other network outside of Europe and North
America, the Indian railway network encouraged,
on a monthly basis alone, the constant interaction of tens of millions of people that lived vast
distances apart and came from very different
backgrounds. Moreover, people of all classes had
come to rely on this affordable mode of transportation to seek educational and employment
[O]verturning prejudices, uprooting habits, and opportunities not available in every part of the
changing customs as tenaciously held and dearly subcontinent.
loved almost as life itself. A sacred Brahmin now Nevertheless, the rhetoric of the civilizing mission
sits in third-class carriage in contact with a Dome often exaggerated the railway’s socio-cultural im(the lowest caste of Calcutta, employed in killing pact. Contrary to the widely accepted opinion of
dogs and burying the dead).
his fellow countrymen, G. O. Trevalyan, a British
Dalhousie’s biographer concurred when he de- civil servant, observed that, not far beyond the acscribed the fast railway as dealing a “fatal blow to tive tracks, all evidence of Western civilization
the slow deities of paganism” and consequently vanished. Instead, one would typically glimpse an
causing “other thoughts to arise at the shrine of unaltered countryside where the sight of tradiParvati or Shiva than the Veds and Shastras in- tional village life, child brides, pilgrims, and “deculcate.” Although sceptical of Britain’s supposed bauched” beggars remained the norm. Moreover,
good intentions, even Karl Marx, in the capacity although upper caste Indians were willing to sit
of a journalist, believed that the railways would beside lower caste ones in third-class carriages, the
inevitably lead to socioeconomic improvement use of railway lines did not serve to weaken
on the subcontinent. He predicted that Hindu devotion to ’slow’ deities and Vedic tradi“[m]odern industry, resulting from the railway sys- tions. To the contrary, thousands of devotees
tem, will dissolve the hereditary divisions of labor, came to rely upon them to perform yatras (pilupon which rests the Indian castes, those decisive grimages to distant shrines and venerated sites)
impediments to Indian progress and Indian and to attend melas (festivals). Before the exis- 
sion. In 1855, the newspaper Friends of
India reported that the completed railroads were
“producing a social change in the habits of general society far more deep… than any which has
been created by the political revolutions of the
last twenty centuries.” During the Mutiny, an article in The Economist hailed the railroad as being
the pathway to English science, religion, arts, and
opinions for a people that were “miserably poor
and wretched” and “like young children,” without
a “distinct idea what they want[ed].” Generally,
contemporary commentators agreed that railroad
development in South Asia was elevating the Indian masses from ignorance and poverty. According to Captain Edward Davidson, an engineer for
the government of Bengal, the steam engine in
colonial India was:
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tence of the railroads, it was difficult for most of
them to participate in these religious practices because of the expense and limitation of pre-existing
forms of transportation (G. O. Trevelyan, 1864),

Railroad development was also used by the
British colonial administrations to facilitate the
formation of the modern Indian colonial state.
In compressing time and space between far-flung
regions as well as establishing links where none
before had existed, the railways allowed for the
British Raj to establish its authority over the entire subcontinent. The railroads were engineered
to be a “network of iron” that enabled a single
government to manage diverse territories, lands,
and peoples. From the beginning of railroad development, policymakers were aware of how the
railroad could be utilized to organize Britain’s
South Asian holdings into a unified state with a
centralized government. As Dalhousie stated in
his minute of 1853: A single cast upon the map
recalling to mind the vast extent of the Empire
we hold… will suffice to show how immeasurable
are the political advantages to be derived from a
system of communication which would admit of
full intelligence of every event being transmitted
to the government under all circumstances, at a
speed exceeding five-fold its present rate.

Commentators were also enthusiastic about what
the railroad could accomplish. Marx envisaged
the railway as allowing the British to unify a subcontinent that was supposedly socially and politically broken up into “disconnected atoms” of
isolated self-sufficient villages. Similarly, Dalhousie’s biographer imagined that through the
railway, the British could “do what [past] dynasties ha[d] never done-what the genius of Akbar
the Magnificent could not effect by government,
nor the cruelty of Tip[u] [S]ahib by violence; they
may make India a nation (Prakash, (1852-1853).
For native inhabitants, the complexity, scale, and
power of the railway symbolically and physically
manifested Britain’s imperial presence and dom-

inance within South Asia. Along with displaying
the latest advances in metallurgy and industrial
machinery (e.g., the steam engine), railroad tracks
literally entrenched British colonial authority into
the landscape itself. While railway lines reshaped
vast tracts of land, the bridges built for them,
made from brick, iron, and later steel, were in
themselves public exhibitions of Britain’s engineering abilities. Unsurprisingly then, the introduction of railways had a desirable effect on a
populace that the British colonial regime sought
to govern and recruit. The active railway initially
both terrified and awed the Indians. According
to John Brunton, a chief resident engineer of
British India during the mid-nineteenth century,
the Karachi natives that first heard and saw the
locomotive train were astounded and could not
understand what hidden power enabled it to drag
such enormous loads. Some “feared them” and
in “supposing that they moved by some diabolic
agency, they called them Shaitan (or Satan).”
Moreover, as writer and journalist Harriet Martineau vividly described:

Villagers from under the mountains of the West
Ghats come out at the sound of the steam whistle, and the babies gasp and cry when the train
rushes by; and nobody denies that the railway is
a wonderful thing. By inspiring a belief in British
superiority amongst the Indian populace, railway
development effectively served to spread and consolidate British supremacy over the entire subcontinent, including the so-called “independent
Native states.” Consider the situation that transpired within the principality of Bahawalpur in
1863. The Newab was on unfriendly terms with
the British on account of his alleged “tyranny and
grievous cruelty to his subjects,” and “very few
Englishmen and certainly no white lady” had ever
been granted permission to travel through his
realm. Desiring to construct the Indus Valley railway route that happened to pass through Bahawalpur, Brunton and a following composed of
a “faithful lot of servants and soldiers” managed 
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to persuade the ruler diplomatically to grant them
permission to survey the lands within his territory. The entry of so large a group of outsiders
into the realm had a strong impression on the
Newab’s subjects. Although Brunton saw his mission as strictly being railroad business, the inhabitants considered him to be an “[e]missary from
the Indian government sent to endeavour to redress their grievances” and representatives from
a “party in the state most anxious for the displacement of their oppressor” sought his audience in
the nights. After Brunton’s departure, plots
began taking shape in the principality and the
Newab was soon after assassinated. When this occurred, the British leadership took control of the
situation without any resistance. According to the
engineer. They stepped in, appointed an English
officer as Regent-took the young Prince under its
care, gave him a first class education, [and took
measures to ensure that] he by no means
follow[ed] in his father’s footsteps. Thus, in viewing the railroad as furthering imperial ideology
and utilizing it to create colonial India, the British
encouraged rapid and large-scale railway development.
Bangladesh (1971): From East Bengal (17571912-1947)-East Pakistan (1947)

Lord Dalhousie came to India in 1848 to serve as
Governor General of India. He annexed many
states like Satara, Sambhalgarh, Nagpur and
Jhansi under ‘Doctrine of Lapse’. He introduced
railways in India and the first railway line from
Mumbai to Thane was opened in 1853. In the
same year, Calcutta and Agra were connected by
Telegraph. What described here is the colonial
history of East India Company, British India, and
Pakistani Colonial Exploitation. East Bengal, in
greater India remained as hinterland of raw jute
supplier and other materials like Tea Export,
Food Grain Producer and Chittagong Port to
serve the commercial interest of British Rulers.

On the other hand, Calcutta-being Capital City
of British Raj captured the position of Gravity of
Power-Political, Economic, Diplomatic, and Military. East Bengal-current Bangladesh remained
neglected not only from British Rulers even deprived of legitimate attention of All India Congress and Muslim League who struggled for
independence of India and Pakistan in 1947. All
strategic British installations and infrastructures
of then British India was divided between India
and Pakistan. Like the left overs, all under-developed areas of Bengal were renamed as East Pakistan in 1947. Meaning, the developed area and
most of the infrastructures, strategic locations-economic-political and militarily important were
taken by the Big-Brothers. The Muslim League
Leaders were busy with getting lion share for West
Pakistan. Those who visited Tahirpur of Sunamgonj can see the evidence where boarder starts
from the end of strategic Top Hill area to water
land Bangladesh where no development work
could be initiated during 24 years of Pakistan and
50 years of Bangladesh Birth in 1971. There are
many examples like Tahirpur. Finally, East Bengal
and Dhaka was never a center of gravity during
British Rule and they had no intention to develop the current central point of gravity which
opportunity was created through creation of Independent Bangladesh in 1971 under the leadership of Father of the nation Bangabandhu Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman. International news media,
donor agencies, international financial institutions, who casted doubt about the economic feasibility Bangladesh at the initial stage are now
praising optimistically the leadership Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina in making the country a Role
Model of Development.

Not looking to the bitter colonial Bangladesh
should look to exploit the result of the Independence of 1971 as a sovereign country. We need not
to wait for the decision of East India Company,
British-Pakistani Colonial Rulers decision. We
suffered to the highest. Now is the time to create 
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an opportunity and organize Bangladesh Rail transportation using the best and efficient technology
for the 170 mn people of the country.

Explore possibilities of Reopening the closed Branch Connection/Lines. Carry out a study to reassess
the need of opening new Railway connection considering the changed economic activities in different
locations of Bangladesh. We should also emphasis on the 100 Special Economic Zones contemplating
foreign and Local Companies Investment participation in the Export Led Industrialization where
the Rail Way Infrastructure can be cost effective and provide reliable service on a long term basis. In
particular, with the expansion and automation of Land and Seaport and ever increasing Export and
Imports, the Rail Cargos can play a smooth and Reliable support Services. Bangladesh Rail transportation System started its journey centering Kolkata as the capital city of British India and developed Rail transportation System putting emphasis on Kolkata. From 1912 the British rulers relocated
capital city to Delhi. So importance of Kolkata lost its gravity from political, economic and administrative context virtually shifted to Delhi, Bombay and other commercially important areas. Attention
of British rulers got priority to those areas after Muslim led Sepoy Revelation of 1856-57.During
British period Rail transportation system was developed in in East Bengal (current Bangladesh) enjoyed connectivity with West Bengal (currently part of India), Assam, Tripura Meghalay etc. Many of
these Indian states enjoyed Rail connectivity which are closed after 1947. Few of them are getting reopened. For inter country trade these should be reexamined for possible reconnectivity. Compared
to Passenger and Material Carrying Vehicle Roads Accidents the Rail Way Roads more safer in terms
of Road Accidents.
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The historical background of Rail line in Bangladesh suffered from negligence of East India Company,
British Raj, and the Pakistani regime of exploitation from economic, infrastructural, and military,
and diplomatic context. Most importantly, the Pakistan Government from 1947-62 did little effort
to develop the then East Pakistan Railway infrastructure. Again, the destruction taken place during
the War of Bangladesh Liberation by the Pakistani Soldiers is worth mentioning. The whole Rail network was demolished by the Pakistan Occupation Army (Time Magazine 17 January 1972). The reconstruction of Bangladesh Rai way started in 1972 after return of the Father of the Nation
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman from Pakistani Jail. The Bangladesh Rail Way started its journey to the peoples of new nation state. In the first Five Year Plan Bangabandhu given high priority
on Rail Way reconstruction but he could not complete as he was brutally killed by the miscreants.
From 1975 the Rail Way as mass passenger carrier means lost priority of the then rulers and no development took place. As independent country, Bangladesh has her Vision, Mission and clear strategy
to implement those vision and missions.

Bangladesh Rail Projects: 2010-2045

Government of Bangladesh has taken projects as described in the following table to increase the Rail
network for the different part of Bangladesh which help enhancing the passenger and goods carrying
within and outside the country. Once these projects are completed contribution of Rail network
would add to the GDP.
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Up-coming Rail Projects improving Regional Connectivity

Under the leadeship Honorable Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina every possible attempts are taken to
increase the regional connectivity with neighbouring countries.

Transnational Connectivity of Bangladesh:

Currently Bangladesh has 6 points of Rail connectivity and 4 points of proposed connectivity with
neighbouring India. The country enjoys the Rail connectivity at 2 existing points with India and
Nepal. The connectivity with Bhutan and India are 2 point of Bangladesh.
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Bangladesh enjoys Opportunity to be a Hub of Land Transport and Logistic Centre

Bangladesh being a country of South Asia located nearby the Bay of Bengal have the ability to work
as logistic Hub like Singapore and exploit the economic benefit by creating the country’s ability to
provide the logistic services through Rail Transportation and utilization of Port Services.

Bangladesh Rail Projects within country regional connectivity

Government of Bangladesh has initiated programs to implement the following projects for improving
the Rail connectivity within the country. With the increase in the trade, commerce and industry
under a improved Road Transport, and Electricity availability the Government is ready to carry goods
and construction.
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Bangladesh Rail Projects: Port Cities-Central Dhaka-Northern Part:

The Port city Chottogram has 4 projects 3 of which are expected to be financed by ADB and one is
from EDCF funding. Central Dhaka has 4 projects at the preliminary stage. Northern part of
Bangladesh has 3 projects. Among them 2 are in preliminary stage and one is progress.

Jamaluddin Ahmed PhD FCA is the General Secretary of Bangladesh Economic Association, Former member
of Board of Directors of Bangladesh Bank, Former Chairman of the Board of Directors of Janata Bank Limited
and Former President of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh.
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Bangladesh Army: A legacy of glory,
tradition, honour and pride
Md Abu Tariq

The Bangladeshi
Army, the pride of
our nation, has
played a key role in
the country’s positioning at the
world
stage.
Bangladesh is a
world leader in
terms of contributing soldiers to international peacekeeping missions. What motivates the government of
Bangladesh to deploy forces abroad and how does
that make sense at national level while benefiting
the international community? Before exploring
the answer to this question, here’s an overview of
the largest and most remarkable branch of
Bangladesh Armed Forces:
Founded: 26 March 1971
Country: Bangladesh

Allegiance: Constitution of Bangladesh
Role: Land Warfare

Motto: ‘In War, in Peace, We are Everywhere for
our Country’
Anniversary: Armed Forces Day [21 November]

Engagement: Bangladesh Liberation War, Chittagong Hill Tracts Insurgency, Gulf War, 2015
Bangladesh-Arakan Army Border Clash, Operation Twilight and many other conflict dissolution
situations.
COMMANDERS:

(A) President

(B) General

(C) Lieutenant General

There are three sets of factors for Bangladesh to
support UN missions with troops: global responsibility, regional dynamics and Bangladesh’s national interests. Moreover, there are pull and push
factors.

Pull Factors: Bangladesh has played a proactive
role in UN missions since it became a member in
1974. After the Cold War ended, many parts of
the world experienced horrors of strife and con- 
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flict that resembled the traumatic experiences of
Bangladesh’s liberation war in conflicts. Needing
an ever increasing number of peacekeepers, the
UN increasingly relied of Bangladesh as the country proved capable of contributing troops for
maintaining peace and security at different corners of the world.

Push Factors: Bangladesh pursues a policy of active participation in global as well as in its national constitution. Bangladesh is thus
committed to maintaining international peace
and security by multilateral means.

There are more tangible motivating factors too,
as Bangladesh benefits from participating in UN
peacekeeping missions in diplomatic, financial
and military ways. In terms of diplomacy and foreign affairs, the performance of Bangladesh
peacekeepers has bolstered the country’s interna-

tional reputation. Bangladesh gets favourable
recognition and publicly. The country’s clout in
international and multilateral settings has grown
accordingly. Peacekeeping missions, moreover,
allow Bangladesh to develop relations with the
conflict-affected regions and countries.

As a small and vulnerable country, Bangladesh
can always enlist this critical international support in its trying times. In terms of finance, there
are advantages too. The peacekeepers appreciate
the ensuring pay and allowances, and the government benefits too. The UN disburses the money
for paying the peacekeepers to the government in
foreign currency. The observers, however, are paid
directly by the UN. Moreover, the UN pays for
the depreciation of the equipment used during a
mission. In military terms. Bangladesh’s peacekeepers are professionally gaining from their ex- 
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posure to the world. In particular, they get to understand how more advanced armies operate.
They are exposed to many different systems of
military management and equipment, types of
conflict of cetera. As a result, their capacity to
fight wars in enhanced. Moreover, they learn to
operate in an international, multinational environment that provides them with opportunities
to acquire and apply new knowledge. Finally,
there are career opportunities to, with some
peacekeepers being promoted to positions in the
UN headquarters.

caring attitude towards the local people in the
countries concerned. For instance, they have
shared UN rations with the people and extended
medical facilities to them. Bangladeshi peacekeepers tend to inspire confidence among conflicting
parties as well as non-combatant locals.

Bangladesh is a resource-strapped South Asian
country. It is obvious that it is not pursuing any
hidden power agenda in other continents when
it joins Peacekeeping Operations Bangladeshi
troops do not interfere in the domestic politics of
the nations concerned, nor do they antagonise
any factions by displaying arrogance. That
Bangladeshi peacekeepers are considered acceptA Sense of Duty
able almost everywhere in the world contributes
Generally speaking, Bangladesh responds prag- to the success of UN mission.
matically to requests to commit troops to the UN Bangladesh, India and Pakistan are the three
or other non-aggressive partners. Sometimes it major counties of South Asia, and all three are
even volunteers to offer peacekeepers, especially among the world’s top peacekeeper-contributing
due to humanitarian considerations. However, nations. Bangladesh has a number of unresolved
Bangladesh does not send troops into conflict sit- bilateral issues with the other two South Asian
uations or into circumstances where they might countries. It certainly does not hurt that their
look like aggressors, nor does Bangladesh compeacekeepers work together on many UN mispromise its national interests or values.
sions. There is quite a bit of camaraderie and netThe world community needs peacekeepers that working at the personal level, but it does not
are willing and able to implement the UN man- graduate to a level where it would have any impact
date for a particular peacekeeping operation on the country-to-country relationships. South
(PKO). The government of Bangladesh claims Asian tensions are hardly abated by joint particithat its peacekeepers have earned “the credentials pation in PKOs elsewhere.
of a ‘role model’ due to their professionalism,
commitment, impartiality, integrity and humane
attitude.” Many have received UN medals of ho- Relevant costs
nour, and many have been appointed to positions Operating in conflict zones is dangerous, of
of leadership in PKOs (including the positions of course. There is the risk of death and injury in
force commanders and chief military observers). action. Moreover, there are illnesses and acciBangladeshi troops are known to be highly disci- dents, including road mishaps. According to the
plined, well-trained, hard working and personally government of Bangladesh, 112 peacekeepers
committed. Moreover, they have a reputation for made the supreme sacrifice for peace from 1989
adapting to local exigencies and demonstrating a to September 2013. The figures are 91 from the 
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army, four from the air force, one from the navy economic management, the country’s economy
and 16 from the police. The figure for injuries is now sitting on a very strong foundation and has
was not available.
achieved the capability to build the multi-billion
There are human costs of other dimensions. Most dollar mega projects like “Padma Bridge” and
peacekeepers, particularly the lower-ranking ones, other major infrastructure. Our foreign currency
are separated from their families for prolonged reserve has now exceeded us $90 billion and risperiods. Such separation can cause several prob- ing fast. All these great events are happening belems. Moreover, there is a risk of troops bringing cause Bangabandhu has been brought back into
in social evils-alcoholism, for instance – from con- the conscience of our nation through H.E.
flict areas. So far, however, this has been kept in Sheikh Hasina.

check by imposing strict discipline during mis- I believe we do not need foreign aid any more. It
sions.
is already proven that it does not help our econThe military organisations are affected too. When omy to grow rather it slows down the pace of dethe government deploys troops abroad in big velopment. Our economy is now sitting on a very
numbers, the units at home may run short of ad- solid foundation. The country therefore only
equate manpower. Other problems may arise needs foreign investment and business partnerfrom frustration among troops who would like to ship with other countries which will benefit both
go on UN missions but are not deployed. Finally, countries H.E. Sheikh Hasina, with her political
Bangladesh has to bear the initial costs of the acumen, great governance and political stability
equipment its troops take along on UN missions. has already created a very good environment to
Depending on the size of the contingent, the cat- attract foreign investment. All that is required
egory of weapons and other factors, this may now is to spread the news to the wider world that
amount to a huge sum for a country like this is the best time to invest in my country “The
Bangladesh.
People’s Republic of Bangladesh.”
Now World Recognized

My prayers are that Bangladesh progresses rapidly
and achieves the pinnacle of prosperity through
sustainable development, supported by the patriotic dedication of our capable Bangladesh Army
in maintenance of peace and security in this journey of progress. I am lucky to be a Freedom
Fighter who fought during out War of Liberation,
and thus have a deep appreciation of and respect
for the courageous sacrifices that members of the
Bangladesh Army continuously make to help the
country move forward.

One of World’s fastest growing economies with
an expected rise of GDP to >7 percent, even
GoldmanSachs has accepted Bangladesh as one
of the “NEXT 11 fastest growing economies of
the world.” Our Textile Industry is now the second largest in the world after China. Our export
sector and new market destinations are emerging
rapidly including USA, Europe, Australia and
many other countries and are expected to eclipse
US $50 billion per year in value by 2021.
Through the courtesy of Her Excellency Sheikh Md Abu Tariq, Ph.D., Former Judge [2003-2019],
Hasina and her bold leadership and visionary The Supreme Court of Bangladesh.
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NOVEMBER 1975

The many tales of tragedy. . .
Syed Badrul Ahsan
INDEPENDENT
Bangladesh took a
major blow in the
early hours of 3
November 1975
when the soldiers
who had gunned
down
Bangabandhu Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman
and his family
nearly three months earlier swooped on the four
national leaders in the putatively secure confines
of prison. These four men --- Syed Nazrul Islam,
Tajuddin Ahmed, M. Mansoor Ali, A.H.M. Kamruzzaman --- had played pivotal roles in the formation of the Mujibnagar government-in-exile in
1971 and had decisively steered the nation to victory over Pakistan at the end of the year.

In a free Bangladesh, they would form the core
of the government under the leadership of the Father of the Nation. With the assassination of
Bangabandhu on 15 August 1975, the clique
which seized hold of the country under Khondokar Moshtaque Ahmed and the assassins, took
these four Mujibnagar men into custody and

lodged them in Dhaka Central Jail.

The murder of these men occurred amidst the
confusion in which Bangladesh was plunged on
3 November. On the day, Brigadier Khaled
Musharraf, a hero of the War of the Liberation,
launched his own coup fundamentally as a move
to restore the chain of command broken in the
army when the majors and colonels around
Moshtaque dislodged Bangabandhu’s government in August. One of the first acts undertaken
by Musharraf was to place Major General Ziaur
Rahman, chief of army staff since late August,
under house arrest. With Colonel Shafaat Jamil,
Colonel Najmul Huda and Major A.T.M. Haider,
Musharraf moved swiftly to remove the Moshtaque cabal from office. In the face of his coup,
the assassins capitulated. It was decided that all
of them would be flown out of Bangladesh before
the new regime entered upon its responsibilities.

Unbeknownst to Musharraf, however, the assassins had made up their minds before they went
off into exile that they needed to eliminate the
four national leaders then in prison. Their fear
was one: that these men would soon emerge free
to restore constitutional government in the coun- 
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try. Meanwhile, the lie was spread by rabid
rightwing journalists that the Indian government
meant to spring Tajuddin and his friends from
jail and have them set up a new government.
They based their ‘assessment’ on a supposed letter to Tajuddin from the Indian authorities that
had been ‘intercepted’ (years later, the elderly
journalist who had first produced this canard
lamely noted that the letter had been ‘lost’).

Moments after this ‘revelation’, the four leaders
were brought together in a cell of the prison and
shot and bayoneted to death. The killers had
gained entry into the jail thanks to a call from
Bangabhaban. The police officer who received
the call was quite certain that it was Khondokar
Moshtaque at the other end of the line. And once
the gate was thrown open, the assassins swiftly
marched into the prison compound and were
soon seen to leave after having their murderous
taque was forced out of the presidency and remission accomplished.
There are reasons to believe, all these decades placed by the chief justice of the Supreme Court,
after the tragedy, that Khaled Musharraf and his Abu Sadat Mohammad Sayem. Meanwhile, instifellow officers were not aware, as they went about gated by Col. Taher, soldiers in the cantonment
sending the Moshtaque cabal into the wilderness, went around distributing leaflets against Musharof the outrage that had been committed in the raf, casting aspersions on his patriotism.

Early on 7 November, Musharraf, Huda and
Haider were brutally killed by forces loyal to Ziaur
Rahman, who re-emerged into freedom and was
swept to power as the strongman of the new
regime, though Justice Sayem remained the nominal president of the country. Later that month,
Zia had his benefactor Taher, along with leading
politicians from the Jatiyo Samajtantrik Dal
(JSD), arrested. In July 1976, Taher was tried by a
The four days between 3 November and 7 Nomilitary court in controversial circumstances and
vember would prolong the nation’s agony. On 6
hanged. General Zia would himself be murdered
November, Brigadier Khaled Musharraf was proonly four years later.
moted to the rank of major general and appointed chief of staff of the army, succeeding the
detained Ziaur Rahman. On the same day, Mosh- Syed Badrul Ahsan is a writer and biographer.
central jail. The assassins were permitted to fly
out to Bangkok along with their families. It would
not be dawn until the full reality of the night descended on the nation. The calamity was complete. The Father of the Nation was dead. And
now the four men who had shaped political strategy with him in the 1960s and early 1970s had
been dispatched.
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History of Rossotrudnichestvo:
95 years of people’s diplomacy
Maxim E. Dobrokhotov
In 2020, Rossotrudnichestvo celebrates its 95th
anniversary. The
organization began
its history as the
All-Union Society
for Cultural Relations with Abroad
in 1925, continued
from 1958 as the
Union of Soviet Friendship Societies and Cultural Ties with Foreign Countries, as RusInterCentre in 1994 and since 2008 became a Federal

Agency for the Commonwealth of Independent
States Affair, Compatriots Living Abroad and International Humanitarian Cooperation.

All-Union Society for Cultural Relations with
Abroad
The All-Union Society for Cultural Relations
with Abroad (AUSCR) was established in April
1925. It was a difficult period in the formation of
a new emerged state that did not have international recognition and contacts with other countries.

The purpose of creating AUSCR was “to establish
and develop scientific and cultural ties between 
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institutions, public organizations and cultural
workers of the USSR and abroad.”

The new organization has set up science and technology, literature, studentship and language departments. The latter worked to popularize the
study of foreign languages.

Such prominent Soviet figures as the poet Vladimir Mayakovsky, composers Sergei Prokofiev and
Dmitri Shostakovich, writer Mikhail Sholokhov,
director Sergei Eisenstein contributed to the work
of AUSCR in the field of development of foreign
relations. From abroad some renowned persons
such as physicists Albert Einstein and Marie
Curie, writers Theodore Dreiser and Herbert
Wells advocated friendly relations with the Soviet
authorities. At the invitation of AUSCR, delegations from foreign friendship societies, as well as
famous foreign figures, came to the USSR: for example, on September 11, 1930, the great Bengali
poet, writer and playwright, the first non-European laureate of the Nobel Prize in literature, Rabindranath Tagore, visited the Soviet Union.

ties, organized propaganda work, distributing materials that told about the exploits of the Soviet
people in the struggle against the invaders, as well
as about the atrocities of the Nazis in the occupied territories. AUSCR also helped to arrange
foreign assistance and to establish supplies to the
USSR of medicines and hospitals equipments,
purchased at the expense of citizens of countries
sympathizing with the Soviet Union.

As the war drew to a close, many countries started
showing a genuine interest in the Soviet Union,
in the culture of the people who could defeat fascism. Foreign Societies Friends of the USSR gradually began to appear. Already in 1945, the
Society for Friendship with Albania, the Society
for Cultural Cooperation with Yugoslavia, the
Austro-Soviet Society, the Russian Institute in
Holland, the Norway-USSR Society, the Romanian Society of Friendly Relations with the Soviet
Union, the Switzerland-USSR Society and Madagascar - Soviet Union”. The purpose of creating
such societies was to establish as many direct contacts as possible between people from different
countries. By 1957, national societies for friendship with the USSR were already operating in 47
countries.

AUSCR often organized return visits and sent representatives of Soviet science and culture, theater groups, musical and choreographic ensembles
to foreign countries. He also initiated the excUnion of Soviet Societies for Friendship and
hange of literature and museum exhibits.
Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries
Even during World War II, AUSCR acontinued
to work actively with friendship societies in diffe- The beginning of the “Cold War”, the emergence
rent countries. These organizations took part in of new political goals required a change in the forthe resistance movements created in the territo- mat of the AUSCR activities, which in 1958 was
ries occupied by the Germans. The All-Union so- transformed into the Union of Soviet Societies
ciety sought to unite prominent figures of world for Friendship and Cultural Relations with Foreculture in the fight against Nazism. The famous ign Countries (USSFCR). The forms of implewriter Ehrenst Hemingway wrote in July 1941: “I mentation of the humanitarian activities of the
am one hundred percent in solidarity with the So- USSFCR and friendship societies were different:
viet Union in its military resistance to fascist ag- the exchange of delegations and tourist groups,
gression.”
of experience of scientific and cultural achieveAUSCR, together with foreign friendship socie- ments, the organization of exhibitions, festivals, 
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Days dedicated to the science and culture of the data, at that time, with the support of the
USSR, mass friendly correspondence of collecti- USSFCR, Russian language courses were organized in more than 90 countries, in which about
ves and individuals.
600 thousand foreigners studied. The USSFCR
The USSFCR united all societies, associations,
sent abroad about 10 thousand different exhibiand friendship committees that existed at that
tions a year, sent more than 450 periodicals to altime. The tasks of the organization now included
most 7 thousand foreign subscribers. In the
not only the development of foreign contacts, but
1980s, foreign cultural centers began to open in
also the acquaintance of Soviet citizens with the
Moscow.
culture and history of other countries. This process was facilitated by the emergence of regional Russian Association for International Cooperabranches of friendship societies. In addition, tion (RAIC) and the Russian Center for Interanother distinguishing feature of the organiza- national Scientific and Cultural Cooperation
tions that were part of the USSFCR was the mas- under the Government of the Russian Federasive nature of their activities. By the end of the tion (RusInterCentre)

60s, the Friendship Societies united about 25 thousand enterprises, educational institutions, scientific and cultural institutions. More than 50
million people took part in the work of the
USSFCR. Annually, only the branches of the
USSFCR in the republics of the USSR held
about 25 thousand events dedicated to foreign countries. By 1975, the USSFCR already included
63 friendship societies with individual countries,
which contributed to the development of international cooperation. In the 1970s and 1980s, Soviet cultural centers, the Houses of Soviet Science
and Culture were created, which became places
of concentration of information about the cultural, scientific and social life of the Soviet Union.
During that period, the centers were created mainly unilaterally.

In the same period of time, in the context of the
aggravated arms race between the USSR and the
United States, the USSFCR began to conduct active public activities to spread the idea of easing
international tension and preserving peace.

In the 1980s, he continued to be active in the humanitarian sphere, to spread the Russian language and culture abroad. According to official

In the early 90s, in connection with the collapse
of the USSR, the USSF, like many organizations
and departments, underwent changes: in April
1992, the USSF was transformed into the Russian Association for International Cooperation
(RAIC), and after a while - into the Russian
Agency for International Cooperation and Development (RAICD) for the implementation of
information, cultural and scientific-technical relations of Russia with other states through the system of foreign missions and centers of science
and culture. Later, by a decree of the Russian government dated April 8, 1994, the functions of
RAICD were transferred to the Russian Center
for International Scientific and Cultural Cooperation under the Government of the Russian Federation (RusInterCentre). For the first time in
the entire history of its existence, this organization became one of the state agencies. It was headed by the world’s first woman-cosmonaut, Hero
of the Soviet Union Valentina Tereshkova,
whose authority and active work made possible
to preserve the overall relations accumulated over
decades. During these years, a number of centers
were opened abroad in such countries as the
USA, France, Belgium, Slovakia, Vietnam and 
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etc. Cultural and informational work remained
the key focus. The Russian centers of science and
culture hosted multiple festivals and exhibitions,
and opened schools and studios. RusInterCentre
provided assistance to Russian regions in the development of partnerships with foreign countries. In the same period, with the
participation of RusInterCentre, the first cross
Years with other countries began to be held,
which made possible to expand the circle of friends and partners of Russia.
Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of Independent States, Compatriots Living Abroad,
and International Humanitarian Cooperation
(Rossotrudnichestvo)

The expansion of activities required modern approaches and building a new format of international relations, the creation of a special federal
government body that would have full powers in
the development of Russian humanitarian ties
with foreign countries. To implement this goal,
on September 6, 2008, the Federal Agency for the
Commonwealth of Independent States, Compatriots Living Abroad, and International Humanitarian Cooperation (Rossotrudnichestvo) was
created.

The main activity of Rossotrudnichestvo and of
its foreign missions aims at the implementation
of the state policy of international humanitarian
cooperation, promotion abroad of an objective
image of contemporary Russia. Also, an increased
attention is paid to the support and dissemination of the Russian language in the world, the
promotion of Russian science, culture and education abroad, work with compatriots, the implementation of activities in the field of promoting
international development and public diplomacy.

culture and 24 representatives of the Agency in
Russian Embassies.

Rossotrudnichestvo lays special emphasis on working with youth. Annually about 2000 young representatives of political, social, scientific and
business circles visit Russia for educational purposes within the framework of the programs
“Hello, Russia!” and “New Generation”.

Also, an active work is underway to promote Russian education, the achievements of Russian science, and expand cooperation between
educational institutions of partner countries.
Every year, Rossotrudnichestvo representative offices participate in the selection of foreign students for Russian universities. This year 15000
foreign candidates got Russian scholarships.
Much attention is also paid to work with graduates of Russian (Soviet) universities, which number
is over 500 thousand worldwide.

Rossotrudnichestvo supports and promotes the
Russian language abroad. Thousands of people
are currently taking Russian language courses at
Rossotrudnichestvo offices in many countries of
the world. The agency creates conditions for its
practical application, as well as for education in
Russian.
Modern Russia has a huge potential for expanding humanitarian contacts, for popularizing its
culture and rich historical heritage abroad. Today,
as well as many years ago, the need to form an objective view of Russia, debunking persisting myths
and expanding the circle of friends both at the
level of statesmen and among ordinary people remains extremely in demand.

Maxim E. Dobrokhotov, Counsellor, Embassy of
the Russian Federation, People’s Republic of
Nowadays, Rossotrudnichestvo is working in 80 Bangladesh & Director of the Russian Center for Scicountries via 73 Russian centers for science and ence & Culture in Dhaka.
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Dhaka- Copenhagen relationships will transform
and deepen further as Denmark is gradually
shifting its bilateral focus from
‘aid-to-trade’, Danish Ambassador

Danish Ambassador Winnie Estrup Petersen.

Rabb Majumder

D

enmark is one of the topmost development partners of Bangladesh and one
of the first European countries to recognize Bangladesh after achieving the hard-earned
victory from the clutches of Pakistan in 1971.
Denmark is well-reputed all over the world for expertise its green issue and is going to be the first
country on the planet to introduce renewable energy completely replacing fossil fuel. The Danish
diplomatic mission was opened in Dhaka in
1972. The relations have been strengthening
through the years between the two friendly na-

tions since then. Denmark has been funding
NGOs for improving governance and fighting
corruption.

Winnie Estrup Petersen, a seasoned diplomat and
the current ambassador to Bangladesh has shared
his views with the Security World. Before
Bangladesh, the Ambassador had served many
countries like Mali, Niger, Bolivia, Tanzania,
Nicaragua, and in the Ministry of foreign affairs
in Copenhagen as ambassador, cherge’d’ Affairs,
and in different positions since 1987. The Ambassador who was graduated from the University 
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of Copenhagen in sociology and culture is well
versed in Danish, English, French, and Spanish.

How do you see the current relation between
Denmark and Bangladesh.

with the second wave. Getting the spread of the virus
under control is key to being able to resume economic
activity the way it used to be before the COVID-19 outbreak. Orders from the Danish export markets declined
this year. And as we know, Danish retail brands struggled with the domestic market so significantly that the
repercussions were felt in the Bangladeshi RMG sectors.
These factors have dampened the economic performance
in our relations for this year. On the positive side, there
have been signs of revival with a rise in orders from
brands before Christmas. It is our hope that these setbacks will be reverted in time now that vaccines have
been announced. The optimism from this will have a
positive influence on the markets. Currently around 40
Danish companies are engaged in one way or another
in business with Bangladesh. However, , in our economic relations, the trade balance is very much in
favour of Bangladesh due to your RMG exports.

Danish and Bangladeshi relations are excellent. Beginning our bilateral relationship in the 1970s, our partnership has only grown over the years. We cooperate in
a wide range of sectors, especially climate change, agriculture, and governance. There is also strategic cooperation in place between our labour ministries, geared at
improving occupational health and safety conditions for
Bangladeshi workers through the exchange of expertise
with Danish counterparts. Indeed, there are many Danish companies and NGOs present and working in
Bangladesh. Denmark also works closely with
Bangladesh in several international forums, for example
the Human Rights Council in Geneva. I am a proud
Ambassador of Denmark in Bangladesh. We have a What investment opportunities are ahead here
strong and good working history and see even more pos- in Bangladesh from Denmark?
sibilities to strengthen the bilateral relations and partWhile recent times have been difficult times for us all,
nership with Bangladesh in the years to come.
countries need to increase their focus on taking care of
With the continued cooperation on the issues of mutual the planet and on embracing sustainable practices. We
interest, I believe, the relationship will transform and need to find new ways of managing plastic, textiles,
deepen further as Denmark is gradually shifting its bi- food, and all the other things we use and discard. When
lateral focus from ‘aid-to-trade’. This will result in an faced with an increase in economic growth, population
increased focus on green growth and sustainability in pressure, industrial pollution, and environment degraBangladesh. Since the 1980s, Denmark has proven dation we need to turn to green energy and resource efthat it is possible to have economic growth while reduc- ficiency. Going forward, I see Denmark getting involved
ing energy and resource consumption. I believe, Den- more with green solutions for the readymade garments
mark can play a supporting role in helping Bangladesh industry in Bangladesh, renewable and hybrid energy
pursue its growth story while simultaneously embrace development, water treatment and distribution, and persustainability as well as support the production and ex- haps even the construction sector for greener buildings.
change of green solutions.
Manufacturers can produce textiles using Danish techHow do you evaluate or explain Bangladesh- nology that results in reduced water usage and polluDenmark economic relations amid the Covid- tion. As customers become more conscious and
19 pandemic and pre Covid-19 periods.
international brands grow their response to those deThe pandemic has changed the world as we know it. mands, the garments sector in Bangladesh will need to
The Danish economy is recovering from the initial set- continue to adapt itself as well. Bangladesh and Denback faced in the first half of 2020 and trying to cope mark are also beginning to work together on projects for 
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renewable energy such as wind energy using turbines.
Indeed, wind energy development and hybrid solutions
that utilize battery storage could ensure competitive and
green energy to fuel continued industrial and export
growth for Bangladesh. Water is also a critical resource
for any country, and we need to better prepare to meet
challenges in water supply, water quality and wastewater treatment, using integrated water management
and an intelligent approach to the entire water cycle.
Danish partners have already started working with
Bangladeshi counterparts such as Dhaka WASA on select water treatment projects and we will continue to
explore opportunities in this area.

forts in bringing a peaceful solution to the plight of the
Rohingya and the affected host communities. This must
involve agreements and support that can provide the
necessary framework for a safe, dignified, and voluntary
return of refugees to their homes. Denmark has been
providing humanitarian support to this crisis since the
very beginning and remains fully committed to support
Bangladesh in this heavy burden. We fully acknowledge
that the presence of more than one million Rohingya
refugees constitute an unsustainable burden on host
communities that are already facing harsh economic
and climatic conditions. And now also challenged by
the global Covid-19 pandemic.

How do you look at Bangladesh's Rohingya
issue? will it be a threat to regional and international security?

Would you please provide us in detail what you
have extended your assistance for the Rohingya
refugees.

Another area is food and agriculture. Solutions that help
reduce food wastage using the latest storage capacity and
cold chain development can enable job and growth by
improving agro-export opportunities for Bangladesh.
Bangladesh and Denmark also have logistics partnerships that help connect Bangladesh to the world. Denmark and Danish companies are actively exploring
investment opportunities to further develop shipping
lines to and from Bangladesh as well as investments in
seaports and inland port facilities. We see these as a
promising area of continued cooperation and investment.

Denmark has consistently called for accountability for
those responsible for human rights violations and abuses
in Myanmar. The situation in the camps continues to
be severe. The humanitarian organizations put a
tremendous effort in the camps and are doing their best
to ensure peace and safety and to meet the communities’ needs. With the pandemic affecting countries and
aid around the world, there is an increased need to offer
refugees access to livelihoods and social services in support of dignified lives, increasing self-reliance and reducing dependency on humanitarian assistance. At the
Ultimately, technology and innovation have given Den- same time, we also need to alleviate the burden on local
mark expertise in making cities more liveable. Thus, we host communities. That is why Denmark plans to inare identifying areas of trade and investment where crease the funding to host community activities.
Danish expertise, technologies, and innovations can
benefit Bangladesh. Bangladesh is known to be a good When it comes to the question of moving Rohingyas to
market with impressive growth and Danish companies Bashan Char, Denmark stands by the United Nations
can respond to the needs of the Bangladeshi economy in the need for a technical assessment of the liveability
for more foreign investment in strategic areas to con- of the island before the refugees are relocated. We very
tinue its economic growth. Green growth in combina- much welcome that the Government of Bangladesh
tion with public-private-partnerships can be one of those stresses that any relocation will be done in a voluntary
and dignified manner.
high-potential areas.

As long as this crisis is not solved, we have an obligation
to stay engaged in this crisis and invest all possible ef-

Denmark is appreciative of the continued humanitarian response by the Government of Bangladesh and the 
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burden this crisis has
placed on the host country. Keeping this in
mind, the total Danish
contribution to this crisis since August 2017 is
approximately 52 million US dollars. On top
of this, Denmark will
for 2020 and 2021
contribute 14.7 million
US dollars to humanitarian and development
efforts
in
Bangladesh
and
Rakhine State, subject
to approval by relevant
authorities. Denmark
also contributed more
than 15 million US Danish Ambassador to Bangladesh Winnie Estrup Petersen met with Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina
dollars to UNHCR’s
at the Prime Minister's Office on November 20, 2018. —PID
global COVID-19 response, which includes efforts targeting refugees, inter- How do you feel Dhaka?
nally displaced and affected local communities in the Having worked and lived in Latin America and Africa
for many years, Dhaka is my first posting in Asia. The
region.
past two years have been given me so opportunities to
Do you have any message on the celebration of immerse myself in this city and the Bengali culture. I
Bangladesh's 50th anniversary?
found that I very much enjoy the vibrancy of this city
Despite being such a young country, Bangladesh has and the hospitality of its people. Dhaka has a multitude
of exciting businesses, interesting foods and celebrations
set a tremendous example for fast development in this year-round. I have had the chance to enjoy a few Pohela
region. Before Covid-19, we saw Bangladesh responding Boishakhs, Pujas, several Eid and Christmas holidays
to global challenges and pursuing its goals with deter- during my time here and find there is always good food,
mination and fervor, improving social indicators and colors, and music to turn to during these celebrations. I
have come to see much of its rich culture for the arts:
increasingly digital infrastructures. I congratulate
from music and poems to paintings and performance.
Bangladesh for its impressive story of development and At a personal level, I have been fascinated with the texresilience and expect to see these qualities being used tiles and traditional fabrics in Bangladesh. There is such
also for Covid-19 recovery as the world economy im- history to them, and they are an art form in their own
right. I love to explore the different types of textiles from
proves. Denmark looks forward to seeing Bangladesh
jamdani to muslin and silks, the embroideries as well as
graduating to a developing country in the near future handlooms. I have many saris to take back with to Denand is proud to partner in this endeavour.
mark – perhaps too many! g
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Bangladesh: From ashes to prosperity

Bangladesh had to overcome many of the challenges to come to this stage of development. The fighting spirit of its creative people unleashed seamless entrepreneurship of low cost solutions for some of these challenges and made this possible.
Dr Atiur Rahman
Bangladesh’s development journey is
indeed amazing.
The story, however,
is still evolving and
yet to be told comprehensively to the
world. The total
economy of the
country was only
about eight billion
US dollars in 1972, which could hardly feed
nearly 75 million mouths.

Both hunger and poverty were abysmally high
and haunting the newly born independent
Bangladesh. The country used to be cited as an
ideal case of Malthusian paradigm with too many
people and very cruel nature during those challenging days.

lion of them every year since 2015. The consumption has also increased simultaneously at the bottom of the pyramid, reflecting nearly halving of
the poverty rate and rising life expectancy.

The fast declining infant and maternal mortality
rates also speak a volume about Bangladesh’s
progress in social development. The promising
domestic consumer market and inclusive development policies of the government, along with
inclusive financing strategy of the developmental
central bank, have been providing impetus to the
impressive macroeconomic transformation.

Bangladesh has now lofty dreams of becoming an
upper middle income country in 2031 fuelled by
vision 2021 and achieving SDGs by 2030. It also
plans to become a developed country after 2041.

This Bangladesh story of “Ashes to Prosperity” cannot be fully comprehended unless we place it in
the context of 1971, when a new nation was born
That Bangladesh has come of an age. The total out of an exploration of aspirations for equitable
GDP of Bangladesh is now well over $300 billion. “Sonar Bangla” spearheaded by Father of the NaThe annual per capita income has nearly tripled tion Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.
during the last decade reaching $1,908 last year. This journey of transformation started in challeng-

The growth of medium and affluent consumers ing global political environment and amid natural
with nearly five thousand USD per capita income shocks. Many thought Bangladesh would become

per year has been phenomenal, adding two mil- a “basket case” which can never be filled up.
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Padma Bridge construction is underway.


They considered Bangladesh as a “test-case” of development, which meant if Bangladesh could develop than any other country can develop as well.
But the country which used to be trashed by development pundits, is now being considered as a
global trend setter of sustainable inclusive development.

No doubt, Bangladesh had to overcome many of
the challenges to come to this stage of development. The fighting spirit of its creative people unleashed seamless entrepreneurship of low cost
solutions for some of these challenges and made
this possible.

This paradigm shift was made possible by innovative collaboration between the state and nonstate actors. While state-led investment in social
development for inclusive health and education
helped create ground for desired human development, the complementary role of non-state actors
in providing small credit and social services at the
bottom of the pyramid must be recognised in
making this inclusive development possible.

The courageous government also provided space
and incentives for private sector for export-led
growth, making Bangladesh the second largest apparel industrial power in the world. The innova-

tive entrepreneurship drives of both the government and private sector have made this manufacturing transformation possible, providing
millions of employment to women. More than 36
percent of women are now in formal labour force
with a huge impact on changing their norms and
behaviour towards fertility and hence the drastic
fall in total fertility rate.
This had positive impact on population control
and as well as rising per capita income. The faster
reduction in poverty also owes to this social gain
as well.

Bangladesh has been able to establish a new development paradigm through its novel approach
of broad-based socioeconomic development.
Bangladesh has been maintaining high economic
growth fighting inequality which made the
growth inclusive.

However, the recent high growth of a few superrich taking advantage of their closeness with the
political power-structure has been pushing up the
“Gini-coefficient,” making inequality steeper.

Besides being self-dependent in many areas, including food production, Bangladesh has been
maintaining collaborative international trade relations and contributing significantly in the 
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world economy through its
growing export performance.

The RMG sector, as indicated earlier, has been the
star performer in global
trade. This particular
strength of the economy will
possibly sustain for a couple
of decades as the sector is
going green to cater to the
demand of the climate
friendly millennial consumers of the developed countries.

macroeconomic trends. In terms of GDP growth
we have experienced a significant shift from 5.57
Nearly a hundred RMG factories have already re- percent to 6.46 percent in 2010-11 fiscal year.
ceived LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environ- From then on, the GDP growth has been consismental Design) certificates including a few of tently going up, reaching 8.13 percent in FY2018them rated platinum. However, despite these 19. ADB projects that the growth rate will remain
gains with long-term positive implications, the ex- about the same in the coming fiscal year as well.
port economy cannot remain oblivious to the call Inflation has been kept under control in the last
for diversification to avoid risk of riding on a sin- decade successfully, thanks to the cautionary
gle horse, particularly at a time of a looming monetary policy of the central bank.
global financial crisis which is knocking at the
Inflation has been brought down to 5.78 percent
door.
in FY2017-18 from 12.30 percent in FY2007-08.
With a vision of broader socio-economic transfor- This has now come down to 5.47 percent. Demation, Bangladesh is undertaking investment creasing overall inflation more than half is, undriven and resource dependent endeavours in doubtedly, a remarkable macroeconomic
achieving specific milestones. The ordinary peo- performance. Performance in controlling inflaple of Bangladesh are working hard to keep the tion rate for non-food items in both urban and
wheels of both agriculture and the industry mov- rural areas is even more praiseworthy.
ing.
In FY2009-10, inflation rate for non-food items in
On specific milestones, a perspective plan (2010- rural area was 7.40 percent, which has decreased
2021) and two five year plans, 6th (2011-15) and to only 3.48 percent in FY2017-18. Thus the rural
7th (2016-20), have moved the nation from invest- people can now spend more on goods and servment-driven and resource dependent framework
ices. This macro-economic performance is leading
to a broader socio-economic transformation traBangladesh to have a more inclusive society.
jectory.
Per capita income has increased near about fourfolds during 2005-06 to 2018-19. In the FY 2005Macro-economic transformation
06, the per-capita income was $543 which has
Bangladesh’s stunning macro-economic transfor- become $1,908 in FY2018-19. This increase in
mation is noticeable if we look at the various household income has helped increase the con- 
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sumption level of the people living at the bottom
of the pyramid, as the consumption gini-coefficient has been stabilized around 0.35 over the last
decade or so.

Moreover, $165 million flows daily to the rural
areas through DFS (MFS+ agent banking) which
is enhancing aggregate expenditure significantly.
All these factors are helping to reduce the rural
As already indicated, consumption almost tripled urban gap and build up more inclusive society.
during this period. In FY2007-08 consumption Bangladesh has made significant progress in proin Bangladesh was around Tk4,500 billion, which viding electricity to rural and urban areas in the
has become more than Tk15,000 billion in last decade. In FY2007-08, installed capacity of
FY2016-17.
electricity generation was 5,201 megawatts, which
During the same period, overall investment has has been increased to 18,079 megawatts in
been quadrupled. Though the absolute number FY2018-19.

still remains low, there has been a phenomenal
growth in FDI (51 percent) during the last fiscal
year. And Bangladesh Investment Development
Authority (BIDA) expects this momentum will continue even in the current and coming fiscal year.
Inclusive growth

Growing domestic demand has been a particular
strength for inclusive Bangladesh. It is an emerging market for the consumers. Every year a large
number of consumers are entering the domestic
market accruing huge demand for consumer
goods.

The Middle and Affluent Class (MAC) population is increasing rapidly in the country. The
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of
MAC population from 2015 to 2020 is 10.5 percent, which is higher than Myanmar, Philippines,
Indonesia and even Thailand.

By 2025, Bangladesh will have 33 major cities
where number of MAC population will be more
than three hundred thousand. Currently there
are only ten such cities.

Currently 41 percent Bangladeshis and 68 percent
of MAC population have smartphones with internet. In the last six years, the total number of mobile financial services (MFS) clients have reached
75 million. At the same time other digital solutions such as agent banking are also expanding.

This almost tripled capacity in electricity generation and has facilitated increased production and
improved quality of life in both rural and urban
areas. Even people living in remote areas are getting electricity. The availability of millions of solar
home systems even in the remotest parts of the
country has complemented the growing access to
electricity to all.

Recently, the honorable prime minister has committed for 100 percent electricity coverage by
2021. Once the mega-projects, including the
Padma Bridge and hundred plus Special Economic Zones, start functioning there will be a
boost in industrial growth along with deeper connectivity facilitating the growth of industrial corridors across the country.

Millions of employments will be created in the
process making Bangladesh’s development even
more inclusive. The availability of electricity will
help Bangladesh become an industrial powerhouse in the near future.

However, despite these consistent gains in macroeconomic transformation, Bangladesh will continue to face challenges in a number of areas.

The prudent inclusive development policies of
the Government of Bangladesh over the last
decade appears to have paid off to a significant
extent. Noble laureate and former World Bank
Chief Economist Paul Romer pointed out in
2016 during his visit to Dhaka that Bangladesh 
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has proven that “it is possible to have more growth and
more equality.”

The World Economic
Forum’s inclusive development index report of 2018
puts Bangladesh at 34th
place among 74 emerging
economies. Bangladesh’s
score in terms of the inclusive development index is
3.98 (out of 7).

As a result Bangladesh remains significantly ahead of
its sub-regional peers such as Sri Lanka (3.79),
Pakistan (3.55), and India (3.09). Between 2012
and 2016, Bangladesh’s score has increased by
4.55 percent (it was 3.81 in 2012).

This implies not only Bangladesh is significantly
ahead of the neighboring economies, but also it
is most likely to go further ahead in the coming
years as its score is increasing at more than one
percentage point per year.
Concluding Remarks

lated innovations will be key to macro-economic
success. The small entrepreneurs will have to be
provided new skills and funding support so that
they too respond to the call of the global market
in addition to meeting the local demand.

The role of the private sector will be pivotal in attaining inclusive growth. The scope of public-private partnership will have to be expanded to take
advantage of the entrepreneurial strengths of our
private sector in a favorable investment environment.

However, as there is already a global consensus
on protection of our future generation and the
planet since the Paris Climate Agreement, despite
Trump, our growth process must be both inclusive and adaptive to climate change.

The future will be all about digitisation and ecommerce. The digital transformation, which is
already in motion in Bangladesh, will be further
strengthened if we can continue to put policy
thrust on technology as the driving force.
For that matter, we should remain focused on susSimultaneously, we must be ready to invest more tainable finance, so that ugly finance cannot
on quality education to enhance the drive for destabilize our hard-earned gains in inclusive deskill-based human resource development. velopment. The need for maintaining financial
Bangladesh has already made huge progress in ex- stability against the challenges of toxic assets must
panding the base of the educational pyramid.
be at the heart of our development journey.

The challenge remains how we can improve the
quality of education at all levels including skilling
and re-skilling of human resources to face the
challenges of an automated world.

Dr Atiur Rahman is a noted economist, Bangabandhu Chair Professor at the University of Dhaka
and former Governor of Bangladesh Bank. He can be
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and re- reached at dratiur@gmail.com
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India keen to work with Bangladesh
on defence hardware platforms

I

SW Desk Report

ndia has said it is keen to work with
Bangladesh on defence hardware platforms
like Akash missile, radars, mortars, artillery
guns and ammunitions and invited investments
from its eastern neighbour in two key Indian defence industrial corridors.

India also said that its shipyards are willing to
partner with Bangladeshi shipyards for construction of platforms as per Bangladesh requirements
through joint ventures, co-development and collaboration for both commercial and defence requirements."

Addressing a virtual session on 'India and
Bangladesh-Make for the World' on November
19, Raj Kumar, secretary (defence production) of
Indian defence ministry, said that the defence cooperation and partnership between India and
Bangladesh has made significant gains in the last
few years.

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce
and Industries (FICCI) jointly with the High
Commission of India, Dhaka and the Indian Defence Ministry jointly organised the programme.

Sanjay Jaju, Additional Secretary (defence production) of the ministry, said the Indian defence sector has a lot of potential and invited Bangladeshi
companies to invest in this sector.

"We have opened up two defence industrial corridors in Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu and
both corridors will leverage existing ordnance factories and private manufactures in the region. We
invite investments from Bangladesh in these corridors and explore opportunities where we can
co-produce and co-develop equipment for mutual
use," Jaju said.

Addressing the programme, Khalid Mahmud
Chowdhury, Minister of Shipping of Bangladesh,
said Bangladesh is the third largest economy in
South Asia with a rich history in ship-building.
Kumar said the close proximity of Indian ship- "Today, ship-building is a growing industry in
yards to Bangladesh is an additional advantage Bangladesh and has great potential. Since independfor both the countries. "This may result in a long- ence, Bangladesh has created a large fleet of 20,000
term strategic partnership in production, devel- inland and coastal commercial vessels," he said.
opment and maintenance. It will be a win-win Vikram K Doraiswami, Indian High Commissituation for both the nations to achieve their sioner in Dhaka, said, "There is a natural synergy
common objectives. The strategic partnership be- between India and Bangladesh in working totween India-Bangladesh can become a pillar of re- gether to develop and leverage each other's capacgional strength and economic cooperation," the ities as a matter of jointly harnessing capabilities
FICCI quoted Kumar as saying in a press release. for each other." g
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PM eyes blue economy,
says Coast Guard
to be strengthened
SW Report, 15 November, 2020

The Prime Minister assured the force of all-out
cooperation from the government in maintaining its forward march. "I can give you that assurance."

She said Narayanganj dockyard and Khulna
shipyard, now operating under Bangladesh
Navy, are building two in-shore patrol vessels,
one floating crane, two tugboats and 16 boats.
"Soon, these will be inducted into the Coast
Guard fleet."

Sheikh Hasina mentioned that a dockyard is
being prepared in Gajaria for the Coast Guard
to increase its capacity for repairing and maintenance.

"To enhance the capacity of this force, initiaPrime Minister Sheikh Hasina has said the
tives have been taken to procure hovercrafts,
Bangladesh Coast Guard will be strengthened
drones, and 3500 metric-tonne vessels which
so that they can play a role in helping the govcan operate in all weather conditions. We want
ernment tap the potential of 'Blue Economy'.
to build the Coast Guard as a modern and time
"Keeping in mind the Blue Economy and Vi- befitting force," the Prime Minister said.
sion 2030 and 2041 for Coast Guard, the govTerming Bangladesh a land of natural calamiernment has planned to increase its manpower
ties, she said the people of the country have to
from 4,781 to 15,000 gradually," she said on 15
live facing all these natural adversities. "We
November, 2020.
have to live with these, we have to put our atThe Prime Minister said this while addressing tention towards saving the lives of people facing
the commissioning programme of two offshore all the odds, and we have to acquire those capatrol ships, five in-shore patrol vessels, two fast pabilities."
patrol boats and BCG Base Bhola.
Hasina said Bangladesh has got a vast ocean

The programme was held at Coast Guard Berth border which can be utilised for the economic
Patenga, while the Prime Minister joined virtu- development of the country. "The Bay of Benally from her official residence Gono Bhaban. gal is a very important region as trade and comSheikh Hasina asked Bangladesh Coast Guard merce of many countries run through this
area."
members to discharge their responsibilities
The Prime Minister mentioned that the governwith patriotism, honesty and faith.
ment wants to ensure security in coastal dis"You'll to pay special attention [to your duties]
so that the good image of the Coast Guard re- tricts and improve their economic condition.
mains unharmed always," she said.

"Keeping that in mind, we want to use our sea re-
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sources for our economic development. For that,
we've declared the Blue Economy, we have
adopted a plan of how we could use our ocean resources for the country's development," she said.

Director General of Bangladesh Coast Guard
Rear Admiral M Ashraful Haque also spoke at
the programme from Coast Guard Berth,
Patenga.

PM: Focus on building
capacity, not war
SW Report, 5 November, 2020

The prime minister made the remark while
commissioning three modern warships and two
survey ships of Bangladesh Navy at the Naval
Berth-1 in Chittagong.

She said the Father of the Nation had formulated
Bangladesh’s foreign policy that friendship to all,
malice to none. “We believe in that policy.”

Sheikh Hasina commissioned the five
Bangladesh Navy Ships (BNS) through a videoconference from her official residence Ganabhaban in the capital.

The five ships are BNS Umar Farooq, BNS
Abu Ubaidah, BNS Prottasha, BNS Darshak
and BNS Tallashi.

Chief of Naval Staff Admiral M Shaheen Iqbal,
on behalf of the Prime Minister, formally
handed over the "commissioning forman [statement]" of the ships to their respective captains
at the Naval Berth.
‘Working to build a vibrant blue economy’

Sheikh Hasina said the government has been
working to build a vibrant blue economy by
utilising marine resources for Bangladesh’s economic prosperity.

“We not only want to protect our sea areas, but
also use marine resources so that we can
Sheikh Hasina said the government has been achieve economic prosperity. We’ve adopted
working to build a vibrant blue economy by the concept of blue economy and keep working
utilising marine resources for Bangladesh’s eco- on it,” she said.
nomic prosperity.
The prime minister said Bangladesh attained

Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina on Thursday
said Bangladesh wants to strengthen its capacity
to resist any external attack, not to engage in
any war with anyone.

its sovereignty in a vast sea area as the Awami
League government took proper measures after
assuming power in 2009.

She said the Father of the Nation Banga“We don't want to fight with anyone…but if bandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had formuBangladesh is ever attacked by any external lated the Territorial Waters and Maritime
foes, we want to attain the capability to resist Zones Act, 1974 even before the United Nations adopted the marine law.
it,” she said.
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Very glad to see the recombinant protein vaccine developed by the above mentioned Anhui
Zhifei Longcom Biologic Pharmacy has shown
great interest to conduct Phase III trial in
Bangladesh and has been applying for approval.
Its
Recombinant Novel Coronavirus Vaccine
“Those who came to power killing the Father
of the Nation did not take any initiative over it named ZF2001, is a leading vaccine known for
or think of the country’s sovereignty in mar- safety, high immunogenicity, consistent stable
itime areas during the next 21 years. When quality control and large production volume.
Awami League came to power in 1996, we
US Army unveils Capability
started working on it,” she said.
But other governments did not take any initiative over the country’s sovereignty in the sea
area of Bangladesh in the long 21 years after the
assassination of the Father of the Nation, she
said.

An audio-visual presentation was made in the
five ships that included two frigates -- Umar Farooq and Abu Ubaidah--, one corvette --Prottasha—and two survey ships --Darshak and
Tallashi. Of these, two survey ships were built
at Khulna Shipyard.

The captains of the five ships -- Captain AM
Shamsul Haque of Prottasha, Captain Gazi
Golam Morshed of Umar Farooq, Captain
Ashrafuzzaman of Abu Ubaidah, Lt Commander Kamrul Ahsan of Tallashi and Lt Commander Nazmus Sakib Sourav -- received the
Commissioning Forman [statement].

A Lancet report has shown
that the Chinese vaccine
CoronaVac is safe and
effective

Set 23 main focus efforts

US Army officials have homed in on three
major areas of focus to drive its development
efforts for the newest tranche of the service’s
Integrated Tactical Network (ITN) initiative
and is seeking industry input to flesh out those
anticipated capabilities.

Officials from the service’s Program Executive
Office Command Control CommunicationsThe five Chinese vaccines that are in Phase III Tactical (PEO C3T), in conjunction with Army
clinical trials are: "WIBP" "BIBP" inactivated Futures Command’s Network Cross-Functional
vaccines developed by the China National Team (N-CFT), issued a call for White Papers
Pharmaceutical Group (Sinopharm), the inac- on 16 November, outlining “technologies that
tivated vaccine developed by Sinovac Biotech may be ready for experimental consideration”
Co., the adenoviral vector vaccine jointly devel- in those three major focus areas for the ITN itoped by the Academy of Military Sciences and eration dubbed Capability Set 23. The input
the Chinese biotech company CanSino, and derived from the White Paper submissions will
the recombinant protein vaccine developed by help ITN programme officials “increase capacAnhui Zhifei Longcom Biologic Pharmacy.
ity, resiliency, and convergence of the network”
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in Capability Set 23 and future variants to target developed by Kratos Unmanned Aerial
Systems to replicate subsonic anti-cruise missile
come, according to a service statement.
Overall, the networked technologies being con- threats in support of fleet training and weapon
sidered for development under Capability Set system testing and evaluation. Compared with
23 focus on Stryker-based mounted operations, the systems it replaces, the BQM-177A delivers
leveraging cellular 4G and other communica- longer-range, lower cruise altitudes (down to 10
tion networks, coupled with legacy systems up- ft), high speed (Mach 0.95), and greater magrades operating on a secure but unclassified noeuvrability (-2 g to 9 g ).

architecture. That work is designed to build on
the research, development, and prototype work
from the previous Capability Set 21, which also
explored much of the same networked requirements, but was tailored to facilitate dismounted
combat manoeuvres. (Updates are delivered
every two years, which is why there is not a Capability Set 22.)

Army officials are finalising industry agreements for development of Capability Set 23
after securing critical design review (CDR) approval for technologies under development for
Capability Set 21 in May.

USN eyes FOC milestone for
BQM-177 subsonic target

The US Navy (USN) expects its new BQM177A Subsonic Aerial Target (SSAT) to achieve
full operational capability (FOC) by the end of
the current fiscal year (September 2021).

Designed to initially augment, and eventually
replace, the USN's existing BQM-74E aerial target, the BQM-177A is a high-fidelity recoverable

Powered by a Safran Microturbo TRI 60-5 turbojet engine, the BQM-177A can carry a variety
of internal and wing tip-mounted payloads.
These include electronic countermeasures, active and passive radar augmentation, infrared,
identification friend-or-foe, internal chaff and
flare dispensing, threat-emitter simulators,
smoke generators, and scoring systems.

Kratos has now completed
delivery of 100 BQM-177A
targets (US Navy)

The US Naval Air Systems Command's
(NAVAIR’s) Aerial Targets Program Office
(PMA-208) publicly accepted the first production BQM-177A target from Kratos in July
2018. Initial operational capability (IOC) was
officially declared on 27 February 2019 when
the BQM-177A was qualified for land-based operations on the Point Mugu sea range in California: FOC will be achieved when the
BQM-177A is qualified for both land and shipbased operations.

Announcing the receipt of the 100th BQM177A target on 19 November, Captain Molly
Boron, PMA-208 programme manager, said the
USN was currently activating the operational
site at Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF) in
Kauai, Hawaii, and was “positioned to successfully achieve [FOC} this fiscal year”. g
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